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Abstract

This paper proposes two approaches to extract translation term pairs from Chinese-English 
bilingual corpus with more than 500,000 patents. One approach is precision-oriented, in 
which we compare six term alignment methods. Based on our experiments, we find that the 
EM (Expectation Maximization) method is the best. However, it is time-consuming and hard 
to extract many-to-many translations for the same concept. While the MI (mutual information)
method performs worst, the term pairs extracted may be totally different from those by EM. 
This may inspire subsequent researches to study the possibility of hybrid term alignment 
methods. The other approach is recall-oriented, in which a simple idea was proposed. With an 
efficient implementation, 20% more term pairs were extracted based on an existing lingual 
lexicon which already has more than one million term pairs merged from several sources.

Keywords: Patent Corpus, Machine Translation, Cross-lingual Patent Analysis, Term
Alignment, Term Extraction.
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EM
Loop 1 Loop 2 Loop 3 Loop 4 

c= f11 s(c,e) p(e|c) s(c,e) p(e|c) s(c,e) p(e|c) s(c,e) p(e|c)
e1= display devices 2 2 2/8 0.5 0.1818 0.3636 0.1081 0.2162 0.0584
e2= electroluminescent lamp 1 1 1/8 0.125 0.0455 0.0455 0.0135 0.0135 0.0036
e3=lamp driving circuit 1 1 1/8 0.125 0.0455 0.0455 0.0135 0.0135 0.0036
e4= driving circuit 4 4 4/8 2 0.7273 2.9090 0.8649 3.4595 0.9343

506510 463MB
Pentium 4, 3.20GHz, 2GB RAM

5945

Number of bilingual texts processed (463MB) 506510
Number of empty Chinese Title 0
Number of empty Chinese Abstracts 281
Number of empty English Title 0
Number of empty English Abstracts 166532
Number of Doc. with both abstracts empty 2
Number of bilingual texts yielding empty term pair 322309
Number of term pairs generated 1180281
Number of unique term pairs after merging 455696

Z39 50 is protocol for

455696 1340 Intel
CPU T2500 2.0 GHz, 2 GB RAM 15 EM p(c|e)

p(e|c) 1296
29 6 FC

10

FC 10
c e FC p(e|c) p(c|e) DC MI CC LR f11 Fc Fe

semiconductor device 2078.30 1.00 1.00 0.79 5.58 0.79 -1 2455 2764 3429
display device 867.83 1.00 1.00 0.70 6.22 0.70 -1 1225 1909 1589
liquid crystal display device 772.08 0.98 1.00 0.64 6.21 0.65 -1 1078 2072 1292
electrical connector 750.25 1.00 1.00 0.80 7.15 0.79 -1 830 1045 1029
electronic device 326.45 1.00 1.00 0.57 6.90 0.59 -1 541 1180 706
backlight module 323.25 1.00 1.00 0.74 7.70 0.74 -1 498 807 546
liquid crystal display 292.15 0.01 1.00 0.27 5.03 0.27 -1 451 2072 1227
semiconductor memory device 237.50 1.00 0.98 0.57 7.74 0.59 -1 302 394 661

* liquid crystal 218.15 0.01 1.00 0.27 5.10 0.27 -1 431 2072 1119
thin film transistor 197.08 1.00 1.00 0.71 8.43 0.72 -1 280 467 320

*
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liquid crystal display device
liquid crystal display liquid crystal

p(e|c) 1 0 EM

0

LR log(0)
-1 LR 10

LR 10
c e FC p(e|c) p(c|e) DC MI CC LR f11 Fc Fe

epoxy resin composition 44.62 0.97 1.00 0.87 10.47 0.87 757.59 99 114 113
illumination system 67.64 1.00 1.00 0.82 10.32 0.83 731.76 98 133 106
record carrier 50.93 1.00 1.00 0.87 10.58 0.87 703.34 91 105 104
photosensitive resin composition 65.58 1.00 1.00 0.72 9.86 0.72 697.28 102 137 148
data processing system 52.29 1.00 1.00 0.87 10.65 0.87 675.94 87 100 100
heat exchanger 60.58 1.00 1.00 0.81 10.40 0.81 662.40 89 119 102
base station 38.96 1.00 1.00 0.80 10.42 0.80 638.43 86 111 104
information storage medium 48.62 1.00 1.00 0.83 10.59 0.83 633.72 83 103 96
semiconductor chip 55.06 1.00 1.00 0.59 9.33 0.59 630.94 101 186 155
silicon wafer 51.56 1.00 1.00 0.80 10.55 0.81 602.65 80 106 93

N

N EM
1 1 8 5

94
f11

(p(c|e)+p(e|c))/2=1.0 18322
(p(c|e)+p(e|c))/2=1.0 and f11>=5 94
DC=1.0 156353
DC=1.0 and f11>=5 51
MI=17.49= maximum 152907
MI=17.49 and f11>=5 33
CC=1.0 156353
CC=1.0 and f11>=5 51
LR>186.13 1 249
LR>186.13 and f11>=5 249
FC>311.01 2 6
FC>311.01 and f11>=5 6

1 3 =26.07+3*53.35
2 3 =28.20+3*94.27
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n=50
50

{EM>LR>FC} > {DC=CC} >> MI EM
LR FC DC CC

MI

n
FC EM DC MI CC LR
50 50 50 50 50 50
3 0 6 39 6 1

n=50
FC EM DC MI CC LR

FC
EM 9 (18%)
DC 0 0
MI 0 0 0
CC 0 0 45 (90%) 0
LR 2 (4%) 10 (20%) 0 0 0

DC CC
160

455696 7050
25963

c e FC p(e|c) p(c|e) DC MI CC LR f11 Fc Fe
semiconductor device 2078.3 1 1 0.79 5.58 0.79 -1 2455 2764 3429
semiconductor devices 28.583 0 1 0.03 4.93 0.09 130 48 2764 105
display device 867.83 1 1 0.70 6.22 0.70 -1 1225 1909 1589
display devices 8.0595 0 1 0.02 6.20 0.08 61.7 16 1909 21
electrical connector 750.25 1 1 0.80 7.15 0.80 -1 830 1045 1029
electrical connector 4 1 0 0.01 7.00 0.06 -1 5 7 1029
electrical connector 1 1 0 0.00 7.48 0.03 -1 1 1 1029
electronic device 326.5 1 1 0.57 6.90 0.59 -1 541 1180 706
electron device 2.667 0 1 0.01 6.80 0.05 21.1 5 1180 7
thin film transistor 197 1 1 0.71 8.43 0.72 -1 280 467 320
thin-film transistor 28 0 1 0.15 8.39 0.27 215 39 467 46
recording medium 162.4 1 1 0.65 7.98 0.66 -1 315 556 414
recording media 15.87 0 1 0.09 7.88 0.19 135 27 556 38
record medium 7.667 0 1 0.04 8.13 0.13 58.4 11 556 13
record media 0.143 0 0.25 0.00 8.37 0.04 5.80 1 556 1
recording medium 5.333 1 0 0.04 8.10 0.11 -1 8 13 414
computer system 159.9 1 1 0.85 8.74 0.85 -1 313 374 361
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c e FC p(e|c) p(c|e) DC MI CC LR f11 Fc Fe
semiconductor assembly 1.5 0 0.56 0.0014 5.06 0.02 5.66 2 2764 4
semiconductor equipment 0.5 0 0.0 0.0007 3.06 0.01 1.29 1 2764 8
semiconductor arrangement 0.5 0 0.0 0.0007 3.06 0.01 1.29 1 2764 8
semiconductor device 3 0.99 0 0.0017 4.75 0.02 -1 3 6 3429
display device 88.2 1 0 0.1347 6.39 0.23 -1 118 163 1589
display device 0.5 0.5 0 0.0013 6.86 0.03 -1 1 1 1589
display device 0.5 1 0 0.0013 6.86 0.03 -1 1 1 1589
liquid crystal display device 772 0.98 1 0.6409 6.21 0.66 -1 1078 2072 1292
lcd device 21.9 0 1 0.0265 5.82 0.09 97.1 28 2072 44
lcd apparatus 9.3 0 1 0.0105 5.85 0.06 38.4 11 2072 17
lcd equipment 0.5 0 0.5 0.001 6.47 0.02 4.49 1 2072 1
electric connector 31.1 0 1 0.0879 6.95 0.18 212 49 1045 70
cable connector 2 0 0 0.0037 3.18 0.01 2.67 2 1045 39
electrical connector 81.9 1 0 0.1803 7.11 0.28 -1 105 136 1029
electrical connector 2 0.97 0 0.0077 7.16 0.06 -1 4 5 1029
electrical connector 1 1 0 0.0019 7.48 0.03 -1 1 1 1029
electrical connector 0.3 0.5 0 0.0019 7.48 0.03 -1 1 1 1029

semiconductor
assembly

25963

Title: Backlight modules with connector
modules and conductive blocks thereof 

…

Abstract: Backlight modules for large size flat
panel displays are provided. A backlight 
module comprises a plate, a plurality of first 
and second lamps, a first connector and an 
optical assembly. … 
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1. Set i = 1 to M M
2. Set j = 1 to M
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Abstract 

The Chinese aspect marker le has long been considered very difficult for CSL learners. 

Therefore, we created an computer-based interactive multimedia CSL program of the 

perfective le based on the linguistic studies of the perfective le [3,25,26,28,29] and explored 

its effectiveness. Results of this study didn’t show that the multimedia program as a 

self-learning tool outperform the printed materials significantly. Nevertheless, the result 

indicated that both the interactive multimedia program and the printed materials within their 

own groups do have significant effects on the members of the individual groups. This 

significance is the evidence supporting that the CSL program of le based on linguistic 

generalizations is effective. 

                                                
* This research was based on the project funded by the National Science Council (NSC) of the Republic of 

China under Contract No. NSC 97-2631-S-415-002. This paper is a revised and developed version of the first 
author’s master’s thesis. The second author is the primary investigator of this project and the third author is the 
co-investigator. We thank Dr. Jenny Yi-Chun Kuo and Dr. Jung-hsing Chang for their insightful comments at 
the oral defense. We also thank the anonymous reviewers of the ROCLING conference for their precious 
comments. All remaining errors are ours. 
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1 Introduction 

The perfective le has a high frequency of occurrence in Mandarin Chinese [5]. The perfective 
le in Chinese is difficult to Chinese as Second Language (hereafter CSL) learners. Chao [5] 
investigated how much a 30 year-old British man comprehended the perfective le by a fill-in 
test and found that the subject made mistakes frequently. Kao [13] examined the usage of the 
perfective le, the durative zhe and the experiential guo of a corpus consisting of Chinese 
inter-language of students abroad and also found that most errors are about the perfective le, 
compared to the other two. Furthermore, Li [18] found that CSL students mistakenly treat the 
perfective le as English past tense.  

According to [14], [19], [21], [25], [28], [29], etc., the perfective le can go with four situation 
types, which are Achievement, Accomplishment, Activity, and stage-level State, and the 
interaction of le with different types leads to different interpretations, such as completion, 
termination, and inception. In light of [5, 13, 18, 31], the perfective le is quite difficult to CSL 
learners. Li [18] and Yeh [31] further suggested that linguistic studies about the interaction of 
the perfective le with verbs be utilized in CSL learning and teaching. Thus, we created a CSL 
program of the perfective le based on the studies of the perfective le with four situation types 
[3, 25, 26, 28, 29].  

Several studies [1, 4, 6, 12, 30] have noted that multimedia through technology can help with 
language learning and instruction. Although Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) 
has been widely accepted as a useful educational tool for four decades, the application of 
CALL on Chinese started late from 1995 [22]. According to Zhang [34], CALL programs on 
grammar need to be explored because it is a less common addressed area. Thus, we 
digitalized the CSL program of the perfective le as a computer-based interactive multimedia 
program in which we took Form Focused Instruction1 (FFI for short) as our approach and 
Concise Narrated Animation2 [23] as the concept of multimedia presentation. Few studies, if 
any, have reported the effects of Computer Assisted Language Learning on CSL grammar. 
Therefore, we examined whether the interactive multimedia program designed in the study is 
effective in CSL learning the perfective le. We predicted that this interactive multimedia 
program is effective and if applied correctly, it is far more efficient than the printed 

                                                
1 In terms of acquisition of language as a second language grammar, Ellis [9] points out “focusing on linguistic 

form aids the acquisition of grammatical knowledge”. Thus, we used Form Focused Instruction and draws 
attention to the forms and structures of the perfective le as the approach of the CSL program. 

2 Concise Narrated Animation (CNA), a simple way to present multimedia, reminds us of ignoring the unneeded 
materials shown in multimedia and showing the most important part of ready-to-learn knowledge.  
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materials.3 Two questions were explored. First, in contrast with the printed materials, is the 
interactive multimedia program designed in the study more effective on helping CSL learners 
with comprehension of the perfective le? Second, if the interactive multimedia program 
proves positive, is it more useful in terms of syntactic behavior or the semantics of the 
perfective le learning? We hope that the study can contribute to unraveling the effect of 
Chinese multimedia program on grammar as a self-learning tool and provide teachers with a 
teaching tool for efficient instruction.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present methodology 
including participants, instruments, data collection and data analysis. Section 3 reports results 
and discussion. Results were presented with various analyses following each of these 
descriptive sections. Discussion included the effect of the interactive multimedia program vs. 
the printed materials, assessment of the interactive multimedia program and the printed 
materials as multimedia in presentation modes [23]. Finally, Section 4 concludes this study. 

2  Methodology 

This study chose a quantitative method to investigate the effect of interactive multimedia 
program on Chinese Aspect Marker le learning. Based on the research goal, this study 
examined if the multimedia interactive program is more efficient and effective than the 
printed materials on Chinese Aspect Marker ‘le’ learning.  

In addition to the CSL program for the instruction and practice of le, a questionnaire, a pretest, 
and a posttest were used in the study. The CSL program included the interactive multimedia 
program and its printed materials. Multimedia in the interactive program means presentation 
using auditory and visual material. For example, the interactive multimedia program used 
audio narration and animation to present the content in the CSL program designed in the 
study. A questionnaire is to know the background of all participants. The result of the pre-test 
and posttest were analyzed, using Independent T-test to determine the effect of the interactive 
multimedia program.  

All participants were divided into two groups. One is the control group and the other the 
experimental group. The control group studied the perfective le through the printed materials 
and the experimental group through the interactive multimedia program. The major 
difference between the multimedia program and the printed materials is the way to present 
the contents in the CSL program of the perfective le. The printed materials present the target 
sentences by the printed text and pictures, while the interactive multimedia by audio narration 
and animation. Figure 1 shows the research design.  

                                                
3 The printed materials contain hard copies of the interactive multimedia program designed in the study. They 
   include target sentences and pictures retrieved from the animation of the program.  
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Figure 1. The Research Design 

2.1 Participants 

Thirty four participants for this research were selected from the population of CSL students 
enrolled at the CSL program in National Chiayi University and other CSL institutes in 
Taiwan, and overseas compatriots in Brunei and Australia4. All of them learned Mandarin 
Chinese as a second language. Twenty of the participants were female and fourteen were 
male. They came from various countries. Thirteen of them come are from Thailand, four 
Indonesia, four Korean, three the U.S.A., two France, one the U. K., one Japan, one 
Honduran, one Mongolia, and one Philippine. Besides, two overseas compatriots are in 
Brunei and one is in Australia. The amount of time that the participants have studied 
Mandarin Chinese ranged from half a year to three years. Also, all of them have learned the 
perfective le. Their ages ranged from eighteen to fifty-seven years.  

These 34 participants were divided into two groups randomly, 17 students for each. One is 
the control group learning the perfective le through the printed materials and the other 
experimental group through the interactive multimedia program. In order to establish the 
homogeneity of the two groups, we calculated the average scores of the pretest of these two 
groups respectively out of a maximum score of 100 and got the mean score of the control 
group 48.63, and that of the experimental group 55.49, as shown in the following Table 1. 
Also, results of the independent T-test indicated no significant differences (t = -1.845, p > .05) 
between the two groups. Therefore, the level of comprehension of the perfective le with four 
situation types between the control group and the experimental group is roughly the same. 

Table 1. Independent T-test Results on the scoring between the two groups in the pretest 

Group N M SD t 

Control 17 48.63 19.97 -1.845 

Experimental 17 55.49 12.70  

Note: Maximum score=100, p > .05.  

2.2 Materials and Instruments 

                                                
4 These three overseas compatriots don’t speak Mandarin at home, and nor do they study in Chinese school. 

That is to say, Mandarin Chinese is not their native language. They study Chinese by themselves. 

All participants 

Experimental Group Control Group 

Multimedia Program 

(presented with audio narration 

and animation)  

Printed Materials 

(presented with printed text 

and pictures) 

7 Units and Exercises 
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The experiment consists of two parts. One is learning materials, i.e. the CSL program of the 
perfective le, including interactive multimedia program and the printed materials. The other 
parts are the pretest and the posttest. In the following 2.2.1, the design of the CSL program 
and its content validity were discussed. Then in the following 2.2.2, the pretest and the 
posttest were introduced. In addition, their item difficulty (P) and discrimination (D) indexes 
and reliability were also examined through a pilot test. 

2.2.1 The CSL Program of the Perfective le 

The content in the CSL program is about the interaction of the perfective le with four 
situation types. The CSL consisted of seven units, seven to sixteen target sentences for each 
unit. Both Unit 1 and Unit 2 contained seven sentences showing the interaction of the 
perfective le with Achievement. Unit 3 and Unit 4 presented sentences with Accomplishment 
le, consisting of ten and eight sentences respectively. Both Unit 5 and Unit 6 were composed 
of eight sentences with Activity plus le. As to Unit 7, there are sixteen sentences with State le. 
The negative evidence column next to the target sentences showed error sentences, which 
were also included in the CSL program.5 The patterns of target sentences in every unit came 
from the representative literature [3, 14, 19, 21, 25, 26, 28, 29]. Words in the CSL program 
are chosen from the Mandarin 800 words for beginner provided by the Steering Committee 
for the Test of Proficiency-Huayu (SC-TOP).6 We picked up verbs for these 800 Chinese 
words and classified them into four situation types based on the following tests.   

In the CSL program, we had two exercises following every unit. Every exercise contained 
five to eight items. Most of these items were from the target sentences. The form of these 
exercises was designed according to two content objectives as follows: (i) Learners are able 
to comprehend the interpretations of the interaction of the perfective le with four situation 
types, and (ii) Learners are able to know the collocation of the perfective le with four 
situation types. For example, Kàn dònghuà, Xu!n jùxíng ‘Choose the sentence that 
corresponds to the animation’ could fit the objective (i) and Jùxíngtiánk"ng ‘Insert le in the 
right place’ conform to (ii).   

As above mentioned about the content of the CSL program, we digitalized it as the interactive 
multimedia program and collected it in a Compact Disc as the instrument of the experimental 
group. In the multimedia program, the target sentences were presented with animation and 
audio-narration. 

Also, the multimedia program obeyed seven principles7 for the design of multimedia 
message/presentation [23]. Thus, we showed every target sentence by words and animation 
for multimedia principle. The target sentences were near the animation for spatial contiguity 
principle and were presented with their corresponding animation at the same time for 
temporal contiguity principle. In order to meet coherence principle, on the screen are only 
animation and its corresponding target sentence. We used audio narration for modality 

                                                
5 According to [11], the positive input is not sufficient to reset a parameter for L2 learners and thus the 

alternative approach negative evidence can help. 
6 According to The Steering Committee for the Test of Proficiency-Huayu (SC-TOP), those who have learned 
  Chinese more than half a year are familiar with these 800 words, see the following website.  

http://www.sc-top.org.tw/download/800Words_Beginners.pdf.  
7 The multimedia principle is to use words and animation rather than words alone, the spatial  contiguity 

principle to place printed words near corresponding pictures, the temporal contiguity principle to present 
words and their corresponding animation at the same time, the coherence principle to avoid unneeded 
adjuncts, the modality principle to present words as narration rather than on-screen text, redundancy principle 
to avoid adding on-screen text to a concise narrated animation, and the individual difference principle to 
consider the students’ background.  
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principle and avoid any redundant text to the animation for redundancy principle. This 
program was designed for CSL learners who have learned Chinese for at least half a year. In 
so doing it leads to fit individual difference principle.  

On the other hand, the printed materials as the instrument of the control group represented 
target events by pictures. The pictures in the print materials were retrieved from animation of 
the interactive multimedia program. The major difference between the multimedia program 
and the printed materials is their presentation. The multimedia program presented the target 
sentences with animation and the audio narration on the screen while the printed materials 
presented them with pictures on paper. Besides, in Exercise, the interactive multimedia 
program offered the instant feedback. Once the users click on the right answer, the computer 
will give positive feedback immediately. On the contrary, the users who practice in Exercise 
of the printed materials have to check their answers with the Answer Sheet attached. They 
cannot get an immediate feedback.  

In order to establish content validity of the CSL program designed in the study, we invited 
four scholars whose inputs and feedback were useful. Three of the scholars are linguists and 
the other one specializes in Computer Assisted Language Learning and E-learning. They were 
invited to review the instruments including the interactive multimedia program, the printed 
materials, and the following pretest and posttest. They judged the appropriateness of target 
sentences and their presentation. Thanks to their help, the content validity of the CSL 
program can be built.  

2.2.2 Pretest and Posttest  

Both the pretest and the posttest consisted of sixteen true/false and fourteen multiple-choice 
questions in Mandarin.8 In terms of testing understanding of the perfective le with four 
situation types, true/false questions in each test was given to the subjects for grammatical 
judgment while multiple-choice for the semantic comprehension. When the test took place, 
these questions were shown on the projector/computer screen. The true/false questions were 
shown one by one while the multiple-choice were presented three choice items and each 
clips9 based on which the participants answered for each question. These questions in each 
test were mostly picked up from the target sentences in the CSL program designed in the 
study. As previously mentioned, their content validity was established as a result of the 
review of the scholars. Next, the item analyses10 of these two tests were performed to 
establish their internal consistency through a pilot test, discussed as below. In addition, their 
reliability was calculated by Cronbach's Alpha.  

This pilot study was given to 20 CSL learners who study Mandarin in Taiwan. They are 14 
males and 6 females. The amount of time they have studied Mandarin Chinese ranged from 
three month to six years. Also, all of them have learned the perfective le. Their age ranged 
from eighteen to fifty years. They were given the pretest and posttest simultaneously and also 
asked to complete a questionnaire for their L2 background. They spent 10 minutes on the 
pretest and then 10 minutes the posttest without any discussion based on the slides we 
designed in advance. They did these tests according to what they saw on the 

                                                
8  According to [10], the learning outcomes can be measured in a formal grammar test including a 

multiple-choice and a grammaticality judgment task.  
9 Thanks to two undergraduate students Xiao, Yu-Wun and Chao, Hui-Jiun in Department of Foreign Languages 

of Chiayi University for their performance in the video clips. 
10 When it comes to Item Analysis, test items are listed according their degrees of difficulty (easy, medium, and 

hard) and discrimination (good, fair, poor). These distributions provide a quick overview of the test, and can 
be used to identify items which are not performing well and which can perhaps be improved or discarded. 
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projector/computer screen on which questions were shown one by one. After the tests, the 
scores of the true/false and that of multi-choice in each test were calculated separately by the 
percentage of correct answer out of a maximum score of 100. Then, item difficulty (P) and 
item discrimination (D) indexes of the true/false and that of the multiple-choice were 
examined respectively in each test. For the item difficulty index (P), the higher the value is, 
the easier the question is.11 For the item discrimination index (D), the higher the value gets, 
the better the item differentiates among participants on the basis of how well they know the 
materials being tested.12 Regarding the result of item difficulty and discrimination on 
true/false questions in the pretest, the mean difficulty is .47 and the mean discrimination 
is .45. The results indicate that true/false questions in the pretest are difficult and 
determinable. The results of pretest on multiple-choice questions in which the mean difficulty 
is .48 and the mean discrimination is .53, present that multiple-choice questions in the pretest 
are difficult and distinguishable among students’ performance on the test. As to the results of 
true/false in the posttest, the mean difficulty is .37 and the mean discrimination is .20 while 
on multiple-choice, the mean difficulty .31 and the mean discrimination is .24. The results 
indicate that the true/false and the multiple-choice in the posttest are quite difficult with 
positive discrimination.  

Overall, both pretest and posttest on true/false or multiple-choice questions are difficult and 
differentiable to participants’ knowledge of the perfective le with four situation types.13  
Regarding the reliability14 of the pretest and posttest, it was established by the Cronbach's 
alpha. The greater the reliability is, the stronger the relative number of positive relationship 
among the questions would be. High reliability means that the questions of a test tended to 
"pull together." Participants who answered a given question correctly were more likely to 
answer other questions correctly. In the pilot study, the Cronbach's alpha of the pretest is .68 
and that of the posttest is .60. Generally speaking, the results show that both the pretest and 
the posttest are reliable of testing comprehension of the perfective le with four situation 
types.   

2.3 Procedures 

Before the experiment, all participants were given the pretest for 10 minutes. The participants 
were tested on their knowledge of Chinese the perfective le with four situation types in terms 
of semantics and the syntactic behavior. Twenty-seven participants were tested in their 
Mandarin class, and seven participants online.15 Those tested in the class were given the 
printed paper while those online were offered the website16 on which they took the pretest. 
All of them were instructed to make a grammatical judgment for 16 True/False questions and 
semantics judgment for 14 multiple-choice questions. These questions were shown one by 
one on the projector/computer screen. Thus, they answered them according to questions 
presented on the screen. In addition, they are informed that it is not allowed to discuss in the 
test.  

                                                
11  In practice, item difficulty is classified as "easy" if the index is 85% or above; "moderate" if it is between 51 

  and 84%; and "hard" if it is 50% or below. 
12 Generally speaking, item discrimination is identified as "good" if the index is above .30; "fair" if it is 

between .10 and .30; and "poor" if it is below .10. 
13 Four questions of item discrimination indexes are negative. As suggested by scholars, the negative value of 

these four questions might be as a result of participants’ uncertain about the answer. Thus, their answering 
these questions was not out of their understanding of the perfective le. 

14 The reliability of a test refers to the extent to which the test is likely to produce consistent scores. In practice, 
their approximate range is from .50 to .90 for about 95% of the classroom. 

15 Seven participants who had difficulty in coming in person for taking the test accepted the online test. 
16 We had our tests post on the website, see http://student.ncyu.edu.tw/~s0954185/LS.html.  
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After the pretest, participants were randomly divided into two groups, the experimental group 
and the control group, with an equal number of participants (N=17) in each group. To begin 
with the experiment, the experimental group received the CD which contains the multimedia 
program while the control group the printed materials. The period of learning the perfective le 
through the multimedia program for the experimental group or printed materials for the 
control group is seven weeks. After that, all participants took the posttest.  

Those tested in the class got the printed paper while those online were provided the website 
on which they took the posttest. All of them were informed to make a grammaticality 
judgment for 16 True/False questions and semantics understanding for 14 multiple-choice 
questions. Being similar to the pretest, these questions in the posttest were shown one by one 
on the projector/computer screen. Meanwhile, participants answered them by reading the 
questions shown on the screen. Besides, the researcher avoided the discussion between 
participants.  

2.4 Data analysis 

After the data collection, the pretest was calculated, using the percentage of correct answers 
out of a maximum 100. As we noted before, we used an independent T-test to establish the 
homogeneity between the control group and the experimental group. The result showed that 
there was no significant difference between the two groups before using CSL program. In 
addition, the posttest was also computed by using percentage of correct answers out of a 
maximum 100. 

For Research Question One, we examined if the multimedia program involved in the 
experimental group is more effective than the printed materials in the control group in terms 
of comprehension of the perfective le with four situation types. We used Paired T-test to 
examine the performance within these two groups. Then, the Independent T-test was 
employed to compare the performance between two groups.  

For Research Question Two, if the result of Research Question One is positive, we 
investigated if the multimedia program is more useful in terms of the syntactic behavior or 
the semantic comprehension of the perfective le with four situation types. As has been 
discussed, the true/false questions tested understanding of the perfective le in terms of its 
syntactic behavior; the multi-choice questions addressed semantics. Thus, the score of the 
true/false and that of multiple-choice questions in the experimental group based on the pretest 
and the posttest were calculated respectively by the percentage of the correct answers out a 
maximum 100. The paired T-test was used to compare the experimental group’s performances 
on the syntactic behavior to that on the semantic of the perfective le. The independent 
variable was the experimental group and the dependent variable was the difference between 
the pretest and posttest in terms of true/false and multiple-choice questions.  

3  Results and Discussion 

In this section, we answered Research Question One: In contrast with the printed materials, is 
the interactive multimedia program designed in the study more effective on helping CSL 
learners with comprehension of the perfective le? First, a paired T-test was used to examine 
performance of members within each group. The result showed the effectiveness either of the 
interactive multimedia program or of the printed materials although participants’ responses 
through investigation by questionnaire17 showed that not all of the participants used the CSL 

                                                
17 The purpose of the questionnaire is to understand how often participants used the interactive multimedia 

program or the printed materials and whether they used it.    
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program. For example, eight people used the multimedia program and eleven learned the 
perfective le through the printed materials.  

Then, an Independent T-test was performed to compare performances between the interactive 
multimedia group and the printed materials group. The results revealed that the interactive 
multimedia program as a self-learning tool on 8 experimental subjects didn’t outperform 
more significantly than the printed materials on 11 control subjects. That is to say, the answer 
to Research Question One is negative. However, the result of the paired T-test for the 
performance of members within each group proved that the CSL program designed in the 
study is effective no matter how it is presented: it can be represented in words and pictures, 
on the one hand, and audio-narration and animation, on the other hand. This implied that the 
CSL program created in the study on the basis of linguistic studies is useful for the CSL 
learning of the perfective le with four situation types. Also, the mean score obtained from the 
result suggested that the CSL learning of the perfective le is not easy. 

Although the answer to Research Question One is negative, we still make further inquiry into 
Research Question Two: If the interactive multimedia program proves positive, is it more 
useful in terms of the syntactic behavior or the semantics of the learning of the perfective le? 
A Paired T-test was performed to compare the effect of the syntactic behavior and that of the 
semantics in terms of learning through the interactive multimedia program. Also, we 
investigated the difference between the performance of the syntactic behavior and the 
semantics in the printed materials since we found its effectiveness within group. Thus, two 
Paired T-tests were employed and the results revealed that there is no significant difference 
between the performance of the syntactic behavior and the semantics either in the multimedia 
program or in the printed materials. What these findings implied is that the CSL program 
designed in the study was equally involved the learning of the syntactic behaviors and the 
semantics of the perfective le.  

Finally, we assessed the interactive multimedia program by the criteria of a good CALL 
program for CSL, proposed by Zhang [34] and discussed the specific questions of the 
program itself based on the participants’ responses from the survey as previously mentioned. 
In addition, we considered the printed materials as a kind of multimedia in “presentation 
modes” based on Mayer [23] three views of multimedia. That may be the reason why there is 
the significant difference between the multimedia program and the printed materials.   

3.1 Effects of interactive multimedia program and printed materials 

For Research Question One, we used an Independent T-test to investigate if the interactive 
multimedia program is more effective than the printed materials as a self-learning tool in 
terms of the learning of the perfective le with four situation types. Before that, a Paired T-test 
was employed to examine the effect of the interactive multimedia program and the printed 
materials. We did a survey through questionnaires as previously mentioned in order to know 
the frequency of participants’’ using the CSL program designed in the study as a self-learning 
tool. However, their responses were obtained: Not all of the participants used the CSL 
program. For example, 8 experimental subjects used the interactive program and 11 control 
subjects used the printed materials.  

Thus, we showed the Paired T-test results of 8 experimental subjects on the learning of the 
perfective le through the interactive multimedia program and 11 control subjects through the 
printed materials. The Paired T-test results of 8 experimental subjects in Table 2 indicated 
there was a significant difference (t = -3.845, p < .05) between the mean scores of the pretest 
(M=49.58) and the posttest (M=62.50). The Paired T-test results of 11 control subjects in 
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Table 3 indicated there was a significant difference (t = -4.042, p < .05) between the mean 
scores of the pretest (M=45.15) and the posttest (M=58.18). In simple terms, these results 
revealed that the interactive multimedia program and the printed materials had a significant 
effect on 8 experimental subjects and 11 control subjects18 respectively although their mean 
score of the posttest is not high. This implied that Chinese aspect marker le was not easy to 
learn for CSL learners.  

Table 2. Paired T-test Results of 8 Experimental Subjects 

Task N M SD t 

pretest 8 49.58 14.52 -3.845* 

posttest 8 62.50 7.51  

Note. Maximum score = 100, * p < .05 

Table 3 Paired T-test Results of 11 Control Subjects 

Task N M SD t 

pretest 11 45.15 14.09 -4.042* 

posttest 11 58.18 7.80  

Note. Maximum score = 100, * p < .05 

Next, an Independent T-test was employed to answer Research Question One. There was a 
detailed descriptive statistics in the following Table 4. The figure indicated that there was no 
significant difference between the mean scores of the interactive multimedia program (M = 
62.50) on 8 experimental subjects and the printed materials (M = 58.18, t = -1.218, p > .05) 
on 11 control subjects. That is to say, the interactive multimedia program didn’t outperform 
the printed materials significantly.19 

Table 4 Independent T-test Results between these Two Groups 

Group N M SD t 

Experimental 8 62.50 7.50 -1.218 

Control 11 58.18 7.80  
Note. Maximum score = 100, p > .05 

What is more, a Paired-sample T-test was employed to Research Question Two although the 
answer to Research Question One is negative. Research Question Two aimed to investigate if 
the interactive multimedia program is more effective in the learning of the syntactic behavior 
learning or the semantic. We also attempted to examine the performance of the syntactic 
behavior and the semantics on the learning of perfective le through the printed materials since 

                                                
18 The number of the experimental subjects may be too few to prove their effectiveness. Thus, we used the 

Wilcoxon Test, one type of the nonparametric methods which are most appropriate when the sample sizes 
are small, to reexamine the result. The results of Wilcoxon Test showed that there was a significant effect 
within these two groups (p < .05).     

19 A Mann-Whitney Test, one type of the nonparametric methods for small sample size, was performed to 
reassure the reulst of the Independent T-test. The result of the Mann-Witney Test also showed that there was 
no significant difference between these two small groups.  
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the multimedia program didn’t show more effectiveness than the materials. The following 
Table 5 showed the Paired T-test result of the difference between the performance of 
true/false for the syntactic behavior and multiple-choice for the semantics of 8 experimental 
subjects. The figure indicated that there was no significant difference between the syntactic 
behavior and the semantics in terms of the pretest and the posttest in the multimedia group (t 
= 1.35, p > .05).  

Table 5 Paired T-test Results of the difference between True/False and multiple-choice of 8 
experimental subjects 

Task N M SD t 

True/False 8 17.97 11.298 1.35 

Multiple-Choice 8 7.14 17.908  

Note. Maximum score = 100, p > .05 

Table 6 below presented the Paired T-test result of the difference between the performance of 
the true/false and multiple-choice of 11 control subjects. The figure also indicated that there 
was no significant difference between true/false for the syntactic behavior and 
multiple-choice for the semantics in terms of the pretest and the posttest in the control group 
(t = - .376, p > .05). What the findings of the above Paired T-test in Table 5 and Table 6 20 
implied was that the CSL program designed in the study took account of the learning of both 
the syntactic behavior and the semantics of the perfective le. 

Table 6 Paired T-test Results of the difference between True/False and multiple-choice of 11 
control subjects 

Task N M SD t 

True/False 11 11.93 17.56 - .38 

Multiple-Choice 11 14.29 11.07  

Note. Maximum score = 100, p > .05 

All of these findings above could imply that that the CSL program of the perfective le created 
in the study on the basis of linguistic studies is useful for the CSL learning of the perfective le 
whether it is presented with words and pictures, comprised of the printed materials, or 
audio-narration and animation, of the computer-based interactive multimedia program. The 
CSL program designed in the study also considered both the syntactic behavior and the 
semantics in terms of the learning of the perfective le. Meanwhile, the mean scores obtained 
from the result revealed that the perfective le is not easy for CSL learners.   

In the following, we assessed the interactive multimedia program by the criteria of a good 
CALL program for Chinese set by Zhang [34] and reviewed responses from the experimental 
group who used the interactive multimedia program as a self-learning tool.  

3.2 Assessment of interactive multimedia program  

                                                
20 In order to make the result more reliable, we used a Wilcoxon Test for small size group to examine the 

difference between performance of the true/false for the syntactic behavior and true/false for the semantics of 
8 experimental subjects and 11 control subjects. The results of the Wilcoxon Test showed that there was no 
significant difference between the performance of True/False and multiple-choice questions.  
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Zhang [34] argued that success or failure of a CALL program depends on the technology, 
language knowledge and language pedagogy. We took account of these three aspects while 
creating the multimedia program in our study. For example, for language knowledge, we 
adopted some well-established linguistic studies about generalization of the perfective le with 
four situation types for the content. Form-Focused Instruction, a type of language pedagogy 
known for teaching grammar, was used as our concept of arranging the content. As for 
technology, the well-known Macromedia Flash for animation design and Authorware 
integrating the components including sounds and clips. 

Furthermore, Zhang [34] pointed out that the creativity and abstractness of grammar requires 
real ingenuity when designing CALL programs for CSL. Following this argument, we didn’t 
give any grammatical explanation in our program. Instead, we used animation and 
audio-narration for target sentences. Animation can illustrate the abstractness and creativity 
of grammar. Audio-narration which comes out with the text is supposed to help beginning 
learners ease the anxiety when they don’t recognize some words in these target sentences 
shown on the screen. It was said that the learner’s emotional state plays an important part in 
student motivation and receptiveness to learning.  

On the other hand, Zhang [34] proposed that some learners, especially those at the beginning 
level may feel overwhelmed when confronted with many choices. They may feel more 
comfortable following a teacher-suggested sequence of activities. In our study, we were 
unlikely to overcome the barrier because the multimedia program in the study was taken as a 
self-learning tool rather than an assisted-teaching tool. Learning through the interactive 
multimedia program on their own without teachers’ assistance reflected the participants’ 
responses received through questionnaires, as previously mentioned. From their responses in 
the questionnaires, we found that almost half of them didn’t know how to start the 
multimedia program. For example, they had difficulty in downloading Flash Player required 
for them to see the animation even though we attached the guide sheet21 showing instructions 
to use it. Thus, half of the experimental group never used it as a self-learning tool because of 
technical problem. This is the major reason resulting in that the effect of the interactive 
multimedia program didn’t show more significantly than its printed materials. 

Secondly, the cause for the failure of the multimedia program is those know how to use the 
multimedia program were not used to it while reading without any teacher stand-by. In this 
case, we learn that the tutorial sessions of using the multimedia program can be offered in the 
future studies as it is better to have a teacher stand-by to provide a sense of security.  
According to Zhang [34], learner’s positive affect is the principle for language teaching, 
especially for CSL CALL programs.  

In addition to the above-mentioned clues for effect of the multimedia program, two specific 
problems about the multimedia program itself we acquired from participants’ responses 
through the questionnaire and interview are stated as follows. The first is the lack of easy 
access. The users cannot reach the multimedia program by just one click-on. Instead, they 
have to download Flash Player first if they haven’t installed that in their computer and follow 
the instruction sheet to do the following three procedures including opening the specific 
folder as the first step, finding the index.swf file as the second step, and opening that file by 
Flash Player as the third step. Not until completing these three steps can users get start the 
multimedia program and skip to the menu page. Judging from the above procedures, starting 
the multimedia program in some way is not easy and simple, especially for users who don’t 
get used to using computer.  

                                                
21 In the guide sheet, the procedures of using program were listed one by one. 
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The second cause induced from the participants’ responses, is its instructions unfamiliar with 
the subjects. Take words shown on the button items or icons as example. It is somehow too 
complicated for users to understand its function. Take the word HuíZh#mùlù ‘back to the 
main menu’ of the icon as the example, it is beyond the beginner-level. Even though we 
stated the functions of the icons on the instruction sheet, it was unlikely to be available for the 
beginning CSL learners, who simply cannot understand Chinese characters.Another 
illustration is interactive practices or games. The instructions for practices are too difficult to 
understand for CSL beginners. We also indicated how to do the exercises on the guide sheet. 
However, those wordy instructions likely resulted in learners’ low motivation of keeping on 
the program. 

So far, it seemed that the multimedia program didn’t have a more apparent effect than the 
printed materials. We have discussed the reasons for less significant effectiveness of the 
multimedia program. The major reason is that not all of the participants use it as a 
self-learning tool. To make sure all subjects use the program in the future studies, we should 
provide tutorial sessions, in which they are asked to use it with teachers’ assistance. Two 
more reasons related to the presentation of multimedia program are the lack of easy access 
and instructions of unfamiliarity with the experimental subjects, in particular those of the 
icons and practices. We learn that making access easy is the most important thing for 
activating users’ motivation and reducing their anxiety while learning. The easier the access 
to the program is, the higher the motivation of learners has. Besides, instructions for the icons 
and practices are supposed to take students’ background into consideration. Also, it is 
required to understand their real language proficiency. For example, some participants who 
said that they have learned Mandarin more than half a year do not know all the 800 words for 
Beginner. Thus, they may not comprehend some words in the program. For this point, we 
think the experienced TCSL teachers can be good supervisors or advisors for presentation of 
the interactive multimedia program. With their suggestion, the program can be more 
comprehensible for users.  

3.3 The printed materials as multimedia in presentation modes  

In this section, we argued that the printed materials in our study are considered as a kind of 
multimedia presentation. Based on Mayer [23], there are three views of multimedia - delivery 
media, presentation modes, and sensory modalities respectively.  

In terms of the second view “presentation modes,” multimedia means using two or more 
presentation types to present the materials. The focus is on more than one way to present 
teaching materials, such as words and pictures. This view is consistent with a cognitive 
theory of multimedia leaning [23], which assumes humans have separate information 
processing channels for verbal and pictorial knowledge. For example, a textbook which 
contains words and pictures is multimedia in this view because materials can be presented 
verbally as printed text and pictorially as static graphics.  

The printed materials in our study are a kind of multimedia based on Mayer [23] presentation 
mode because words and pictures in the printed materials are more than one way to present 
them verbally and pictorially respectively. From the result mentioned above, its effectiveness 
was established by looking at the performance within the control group using it as a 
self-learning tool. 

4 Conclusion 

After a quantitative analysis of the data and discussion of the interactive multimedia program 
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and its printed materials, the findings were concluded as follows. The results of the present 
study may be summarized by pointing out that both the interactive multimedia program and 
its printed materials are able to show significant effect within their groups in terms of the 
learning of the perfective le with four situation types. What these findings implied is that the 
CSL program designed in the study is useful as a self-learning tool for the CSL learning of 
the perfective le. Also, the below 65 points of mean score of the posttest indicated that 
Chinese Aspect marker le is not easy to learn for CSL learners. This is in complete agreement 
with the studies [5, 13, 18, and 31] we mentioned in Section 1.  

However, for Research Question One, the results did not reach our assumption in which the 
interactive multimedia program was more effective than the printed paper. These results may 
be explained by the following two causes. Firstly, participants’ responses showed that only 
eight people used the interactive program and 11 people used the printed materials. Secondly, 
the printed materials composed of words and pictures are considered as multimedia [23]. 
Regarding Research Question Two, the results indicated that there was no significant 
difference between the learning of the syntactic behavior and the semantics of the perfective 
le. What these findings implied is that the CSL program of the perfective le as a self-learning 
tool designed in the study considered both the learning of the syntactic behavior and the 
semantics.  
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a framework for combining outputs from multiple on-line ma-

chine translation systems. This framework consists of several modules, including selection,
substitution, insertion, and deletion. We evaluate the combination framework on IWSLT07 in
travel domain, for the translation direction from Chinese to English. Three di!erent on-line ma-
chine translation systems, Google, Yahoo, and TransWhiz, are used in the investigation. The
experimental results show that our proposed combination framework improves BLEU score
from 19.15 to 20.55. It achieves an absolute improvement of 1.4 in the BLEU score.

Keyword: Machine translation, System combination

1 Introduction

The on-line machine translation is one application that is becoming popular nowadays. As
each on-line translation system has its own strength and weakness, it is reasonable to expect
that a framework capable of combining multiple on-line machine translation outputs may have
the potential to produce translation results of better quality than the single-system outputs. In
fact, this proposition has been shown to be true in certain published works, e.g., [1, 2].

In this paper, we propose such a combination framework. The system is essentially sequen-
tial with the following basic components. First, one of the output sentence is selected as the
raw best hypothesis. This raw best hypothesis is subjected to further post-processing modules
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of substitution, insertion and deletion, based on the information provided by the unselected
hypotheses and the source sentence.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related works of system combi-
nation for machine translation. In Section 3, we describe our proposed method for this problem.
In Section 4, we present our experimental results. In Section 5, we draw conclusions.

2 Review

Our review of machine translation system combination is divided into three di!erent cate-
gories: the sentence-level combination, the phrase-level combination, and the word-level com-
bination.

2.1 Sentence-Level Combination

The sentence-level combination simply chooses one of the hypotheses as the combination
output. That is, suppose the outputs from systems 1 through N are H1, . . . ,HN ,

H! = arg max
H"{H1,...,HN }

S (H), (1)

where S (H) is a (re-)scoring function for hypothesis H. The design of the scoring function is
the core problem in a sentence-level combination system. For example, di!erent features with
weights trained by the minimum error rate training (MERT) [3] can be used [4].

Note H! is chosen as is without further processing. This approach renders the search space
very limited. Such deficiency does need to be compensated by a rather sophisticated re-scoring
mechanism for good performance. Still, that may not be enough, when the best hypothesis
appears to be a mixed-and-matched solution.

2.2 Phrase-Level Combination

In the tribe of phrase-level combination, the phrase-level alignments are aggregated. The
combined phrase translation table is used to re-decode the source sentence, generating a new
hypothesis [2]. A phrase-based machine translation system, such as one based on GIZA++ [5],
can be employed to generate phrase-level alignments. Potentially, the phrase-level combination
can produce a final output sentence which is better than any of the input sentences.

2.3 Word-Level Combination

In the word-level combination approach, the candidate word for each word position is con-
sidered one by one. A consensus network [1] [6] can be constructed. As shown in Figure 1,
the counts of word appearance in a given position based on the optimal word-alignment is
used as the edge weights. For each section, the word with the maximum weight is then cho-
sen, constituting the final hypothesis1. This idea actually comes from the automatic speech
recognition [7].

To generate a consensus network, a skeleton (seed) has to be chosen as the reference for the
optimal alignment. In [8], using the output of the consensus network as skeleton and re-aligning
all hypothesis leads to a better accuracy.

1Note the edge weights may be fine-tuned to reflect the scores of each system.
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Figure 1: The consensus network of combining “I like watching TV”, “I enjoy watching TV”
and “I like to watch TV”.

3 Method

Our proposed system combines three on-line machine translation systems. Let the source
sentence be denoted by C. Given C, the target sentences from these systems are denoted by
EG, EY , ETW , respectively for Google, Yahoo, and TransWhiz. With EG, EY , ETW and C as
input, the combination system performs the following steps.

• selection: One of EG, EY , ETW with the highest language-model score is selected. We
denote the selected sentence by E, and the unselected hypotheses as F and G.

• substitution: Some words in E are considered and may be substituted. The hypothesis
after substitution is denoted by E#.

• insertion: Each position in E# is considered to insert an extra word. The hypothesis after
insertion is denoted by E##.

• deletion: Each word in E## is considered to be deleted. The hypothesis after deletion is
denoted by E!.

E! is the final output sentence. The overall process is depicted in Figure 2. We next describe
the implementation details.

Figure 2: System Organization.
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3.1 Selection

The selection is based on a language-model score,

E = arg max
H"{EG ,EY ,ETW }

1
|H|

log p5g(H), (2)

where H is the hypothesis, |H| is the length of the hypothesis, and p5g is the 5-gram language
model probability. The language model used in the selection module is a 5-gram language
model trained from the English side of the IWSLT07 training data. Note that in (2), We use the
per-word log probability to avoid the (unfair) preference of short sentences. The per-word log
probability is that the langauge model score of H devided by its length.

3.2 Substitution

The substitution of words in E is based on the following idea. If a word w appears in both F
andG (the unselected hypotheses) but not in E, it is likely to be better to includew in the output.
To safeguard against redundancy, we find a word w# in E to be replaced by w. To make sure
that such a replacement is a sound operation, we compare the language model scores before and
after the word substitution. A statistical machine translation system using MOSES [9] trained
by the IWSLT07 data is used to determine the alignments between source and target sentences.
The pseudo code for substitution is given in Algorithm 1, and an example for substitution is
given in Example 1.

Algorithm 1 Substitution
Require: C, E, F, G
Ensure: E#

1: extract the set of candidate words for substitution;

S = ({F} $ {G}) % {E} 2

2: for all w# " S do
3: if find the word c " {C} which is aligned to w# then
4: if find the word w " {E} which is aligned to c then
5: compare the translation-model and bi-gram language-model scores to decide

whether to replace w by w#;
6: end if
7: end if
8: end for

Example 1 (Substitution)
The input is

• C : !!!!!#$!!#"%$&!!

• E : I want to deliver this special delivery to Japan.

• F : I want to send this to fast and particularly pass Japan especially.

• G : I’d like to send this Speedpost to Japan.
2We use notation {E} to denote the set of words in sentence E.
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S = {send}, w# = send, c =#, w = deliver.

The system checks the translation-model score

pt(send|#) > pt(deliver|#), 3

and the language-model score

log pbg(send|to) + log pbg(this|send) > log pbg(deliver|to) + log pbg(this|deliver),

and decides

• E# : I want to send this special delivery to Japan.

The reference is

• R: I want to send this by special delivery to Japan.

3.3 Insertion

The insertion of words into E# is based on the following idea. If a word w in E# also appears
in F or G, we check the adjacent words of w in F or G for possible insertion. The pseudo code
for insertion is given in Algorithm 2. An example for insertion is given in Example 2.
Example 2 (Insertion)

The input is

• C : $$"!"#!"

• E# : Do you have subway map?

• F : You have subway map?

• G : You have a subway map?

The set of words I in this example is

I = {you, have, subway, map}.

The system checks language-model score

log pbg(a|have) + log pbg(subway|a) > 2 log pbg(subway|have),

and decides

• E## : Do you have a subway map?

The reference is

• R: Do you have a subway map?

3pt is the translation probability.
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Algorithm 2 Insertion
Require: C, E#, F, G
Ensure: E##

1: extract the set of words;
I = {E#} $ ({F} & {G}) 4

2: for all w " I do
3: if find the word u immediately before w in F or G then
4: if the bi-gram language-model scores of inserting u before w in E# is larger than the

orginal then
5: decide inserting u before w in E#;
6: else
7: consider replacing the word before w in E# by u;
8: end if
9: end if
10: if find the word v immediately after w in F or G then
11: if the bi-gram language-model scores of inserting v after w in E# is larger than the

orginal then
12: decide inserting v after w in E#;
13: else
14: consider replacing the word after w in E# by v;
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for

3.4 Deletion

The deletion of words in {E##} is based on the following idea. A wordw " {E##} is a candidate
for deletion if there is no word c " {C} with nonzero translation probability (pt(w | c)). To avoid
the deletion of the word in phrases, a candidate word w is deleted only when none of the
bigrams formed by w and its immediate neighbors appear in the training data. The pseudo code
for deletion is given in Algorithm 3. An example for deletion is given in Example 3.

Algorithm 3 Deletion
Require: C, E##, F, G
Ensure: E!

1: extract the set of candidate words for deletion;

D = {w " {E##} | t(w | c j) = 0, ' j}

2: for all w " D do
3: if none of the bigrams formed by w and its immediate neighbors in the training data

then
4: w is to be deleted;
5: end if
6: end for

4we use the adjacent words of I as the candidate set for insertion.
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Example 3 (Deletion)
The input is

• C : &"$#!!#"!"

• E## : Where is the handicraft article store?

The set of wordsD is
D = {article}.

The system checks that “handicraft article” and “article store” are neither in the training
data and decides

• E! : Where is the handicraft store?

The reference is

• R: Where is the handicraft store?

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

We use IWSLT07 C E task to run this experiment. IWSLT07 contains tourism-related
sentences. The test set consists of 489 Chinese sentences, each of which is accompanied by six
reference sentences. Note that the Chinese sentences are word-segmented. The IWSLT07 C E
task we present in the Table 4.1.

Table 1: IWSLT07 C E task.

Sentences
Train 39953
Dev 2501
Test 489

We use the on-line machine translation systems of Google5, Yahoo6 and TransWhiz7. We
input the 489 Chinese sentences of the test set to these engines, and get 1, 467 English sentences
back.

We use the training data in IWSLT07 task to train our 5-gram language model with SRILM
[10]. We use MOSES to train the translation model from the training data in IWSLT07 task.

The BLEU [11] measure with six references per sentence is used in our evaluation. The
answers are treated as case-insensitive.

5http://translate.google.com.tw/translate t
6http://tw.babelfish.yahoo.com/
7http://www.mytrans.com.tw/mytrans/freesent.aspx
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4.2 Results

The experimental results are presented in Table 4.2. The progressive improvements can be
clearly seen in this table. Systems A to C are the three on-line machine translation systems
ordered by their performance in BLEU.

• selection (sel): The selection module leads to an absolute improvement of 0.58 BLEU
score. Using the language model to select an output frommultiple hypotheses is e!ective,
as the selection module selects the most fluent sentence according the 5-gram language
model. We think that the selection module can be further improved by joining other
features to select the hypothesis.

• substitution (sub): The substitution module leads to a small absolute improvement of
0.07 BLEU score. In this module, a rare word can be replaced by the common word.
The candidate set of substitution is small, so we cannot achieve much improvement in
this module. Yet it still fixes certain errors in the output. We think that the substitution
module can be further improved by replaceing words not only from other hyptoheses but
also from dictionaries.

• insertion (ins): The insertion module leads to an absolute improvement of 0.29 BLEU
score. It inserts the articles and the adjectives. Given E already contains most of the
correct words, the improvement is somewhat limited. We think that the insertion module
can be further improved by joining words from other source. For exmaple, phrase tables,
dictionaries, and others.

• deletion (del): The deletion module leads to an absolute improvement of 0.46 BLEU
score. It deletes the redundant words, incorrect words, and out of travel domain words in
the output. These words are error sources of our combination hypotheses.

The total improvement over the single best system is 1.4 BLEU absolute.

Table 2: Experimental results.

System BLEU
System A 19.15
System B 12.39
System C 10.51
+sel 19.73
+sel+sub 19.80
+sel+sub+ins 20.09
+sel+sub+ins+del 20.55

5 Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper, we propose a combination framework that combines the outputs of multiple
on-line translation systems. It uses selection module, substitution module, insertion module,
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and deletion module. We evaluate out method with the IWSLT07 C E corpus. The experiments
show an overall improvement of 1.4 BLEU absolute.

Our proposed framework changes the hypothesis only locally. In the future, we plan to
consider long-range information for better performance. Moreover, our system uses unselected
hypotheses to decide which is the incorrect word in the selected hypothesis, but sometimes
the wrong words are chosen. Therefore, we may work directly on the words in the selected
hypothesis, and only use the unselected hypotheses after problematic words are spotted.
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ଃᙃᢝڇଃᏆխΔࠡૹऱԫႈઔߒᏆႈؾհԫΔྥۖଃᙃᢝխऱᙃ

ᢝ࣠ᄎᙟထଃڇࢬᛩቼ֗ଃ၏ᠦۖࢬڶᐙΔءڼڇᓵ֮༼נԫᔞᚨࢤ၏

ᠦᠧಛଃᙃᢝߓอΔߓڼอٽᗑګم։։ֱ࣫ऄ֗א़ၴଃᏺൎֱڤΔലᠧಛ

ଃၞԫޡៀೈᕳᜢࠀ༼֒ଃಛᇆൎ৫ࠎאᙃᢝΖኔ᧭࣠᧩قΔءᓵ֮נ༽ࢬऱ

ଃᙃᢝߓอΔױᔞٺڇشጟᕳᜢᛩቼᅝխΔڶࠀயऱޏࠡᙃᢝΔ֗אലءॾᕳֺ

ࠩ ᒤխऱᕳଃΔ༼֒۟ ՂΖא
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ԫΕፃᓵ

ߢԳᣊڼᄮຏழΔ່ٵࡨᑌՈਢ່ڶயऱֱڤΔڇઝݾᓒড࿇୶ऱվΔ

ߓኙଃᙃᢝڼڂଃՂૹᤜᠲࠡխհԫΔګՈߢሽᆰᙃᢝԳᣊࠌ۶ڕ

อΔ۶ڕሒࠩڶய壄ᒔऱᙃᢝ࣠ΔՈਢؾছଃᏆխᑷ॰ऱઔߒᤜᠲΖ

ኙଃᙃᢝ࣠Δᐙଃᙃᢝ࣠ऱઌᣂైڂৰڍΔຍࠄઌᣂైڂຟᄎທګ

ृრࡉଃᙃᢝ࣠ऱլ Δࠡխᐙᙃᢝ່࣠ૹऱైڂᛩቼխ

եឫᠧಛᐙהࠡ࠹ᔡڶ٤ݙॺࠀऱહནᛩቼխΔڇژࢬଃطऱહནᠧಛΔڇژࢬ

Δڇڕࠏ塊ᨚᛩቼΕچᥳᛩቼΕ߫փ۩ᕍᛩቼΔຟڶહནᠧಛऱեឫᄭڇژΔຍࠄ

હནᠧಛ۴ᙟထଃၞԵᙃᢝߓอխΔᄎᣤૹᐙࠩᖞ᧯ᙃᢝ࣠Δ؆ृፖᙃᢝߓ

อ၏ᠦՈਢԫጟᐙᙃᢝ࣠ऱైڂΔଃ౨ၦᄎ۴ᙟထ၏ᠦۖດዬಐ྇Δڼڂಐ྇

৵ऱଃ౨ၦՈᄎທګᙃᢝऱ૾܅Ζ

ቹԫΕહནᛩቼᠧಛեឫଃقრቹ

ԱޏՂ૪ࢬ༼ࠩհᛩቼᠧಛ֗אृ၏ᠦࢬທګऱᙃᢝ࣠լΔݺଚಾኙ

ᠧಛ࠷۶ڕڼڂԱՕၦऱᠧಛᇷಛΔܶץ։࣫Δଈ٣ᠧಛଃխޡᠧಛଃၞԫڼ

ຝٝװאףࠀೈรԫޡૹऱޡᨏΔៀೈઌᣂऱહནᠧಛ৵Δࠐ٦ঞਢृࡉᙃ

ᢝߓอհၴऱ၏ᠦംᠲΔᅝ၏ᠦઌ၏။ՕழΔଃᙃᢝߓอࢬ൷ࠩگऱଃ౨ၦঞ။

՛Δڼڂኙៀೈᠧಛ৵ऱଃಛᇆΔؘႊ٦ၞԫشࠌޡଃᏺൎݾലףൎଃಛᇆ

౨ၦΔא༼֒հ৵ऱᙃᢝ࣠Δ່৵ၞڇ۩ᙃᢝհছΔ٦ലᏺൎ৵հଃಛᇆጤរೠ

ྒྷΔנބԫଃಛᇆխଃऱኔᎾۯᆜ࠷٦ڼଃᇷಛၞࠐ۩ᙃᢝΖ

ᖕՂ૪։࣫࣠Δڇᠧಛ։ᠦຝٝΔݺଚආشळಛᇆ։ᠦ

ऱֱऄΔشࠌᗑګم։։࣫ ಛᇆ۩ၞࠐڤֱ

։ᠦΔנ࠷ઌ२ۿଃګ։ለڍऱຝٝΔ٦ຘመ़ၴଃᏺൎֱڤ

Δലנ࠷ऱଃಛᇆၞԫװޡೈྲྀ塒ᕳᜢףࠀൎଃಛᇆΔၞࠐشױࠡࠌ

۩ଃᙃᢝհشΔ່ ৵شܓ٦ଃ೯ೠྒྷऄ ೠྒྷଃࠐ

ഏᏦᖯՕشࠌଚݺጤऱଃᙃᢝᕴֱ૿ΔأڇᙃᢝயΖ່৵֒༽ࠐڼ៶ᆜΔۯڇࢬ
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ᖂࠎ༽ࢬऱ ଃٙၞࠐ۩ᢝܑΔܒࠀឰࢬขسऱ

࣠ਢإܡᒔΖ

ࢬอߓᙃᢝڼᓵ֮ಾኙءնଡີᆏΔรԫີᆏፃᓵΔรԲີᆏګᓵ᜔֮٥։ء

ආشհٺጟઔֱߒऄࠀᇡาאףտฯΔรԿີᆏঞਢտฯڼଃᙃᢝߓอհߓอਮዌΔ

รີᆏঞਢኔ᧭ᛩቼေ۷ࡉ֗אኔ᧭ Δ່࣠ ৵รնີᆏঞਢኙڼᙃᢝߓอԫ

壄ᓵ֗ࠐآઌᣂՠ܂Ζ

ԲΕઔֱߒऄ

ᇡ૪ᎅࣔտฯΖאףࠐጟֱऄٺऱشආࢬอߓ၏ᠦᠧಛଃᙃᢝڼᆏಾኙີء

ΰԫαᗑګم։։࣫ऄ

ኙڶᕳᜢऱଃګ։Δطࡨଃګ։ࡉહནᠧಛګ։݁آवΔڼڂ։ᠦڼ

ࠟጟآवಛᇆΔݺଚشࠌױळಛᇆ։ᠦֱڤΔലࠟڼጟآवಛᇆΔ։ܑൕٽಛᇆխ։

ᠦࠐנΔԫळಛᇆ։ᠦംᠲطױՀ૿قრቹ।قΚ

ቹԲΕळಛᇆ։ᠦംᠲقრቹ

वᜢᄭಛᇆآΔࠟقࢬቹԲڕ ֗ Δຘመٽఢೄ ৵Δڇຽ܌ଅ൷گጤঞᄎ൷گ

ࠩࠟጟٽಛᇆ ࡉ ΔڼᣂএطױՀ٨ᒵֱࢤ࿓ڤ।قΖ

sasax
sasax

aa
aa

A

ૉᜢᄭಛᇆڼڂ ृऱଃګ։Ε ᕳଃګ։Δݺଚױൕࢬ൷ࠩگհٽಛ

ᇆ ֗ ։ᠦנࡨऱଃಛᇆ֗אᕳଃಛᇆΔڶױܛயऱװೈᠧಛΔᖕՂ૪ֆڤ

Δޣࡨಛᇆ ࡉ Δؘႊנބԫଡᇞٽఢೄ AΔࠌ൷ࠩگऱٽಛᇆᆖ
ط Aང৵ΔױࠩࠐऱᜢᄭಛᇆΔۖޣڼᇞ Aհֱऄܛᗑګم։։࣫ऄΖ

టኔڇΔྥۖمᗑڼಛᇆᄭ۩ఢೄছΔؘႊ٣ٽᇞޣ։։࣫ऄګمᗑشࠌڇ

ൣउՀΔಛᇆᄭࠀॺຟᄎڼյઌᗑمΔၞڇڼڂ۩ᗑګم։։࣫ੌ࿓ছΔؘႊ٣ᆖመ

ছᆜ৵թ౨ބ༈ᇞٽఢೄΔݺڼڇଚছᆜֱڤႃխ᧢ᑇ ᇷ֗א

றۥػ֏ Δ٣ڼڇಾኙႃխ᧢ᑇ֗ᇷற܂ࠐ֏ۥػᎅࣔΖ
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ႃխ᧢ᑇ

ႃխ᧢ᑇऱޡᨏਢലٽಛᇆڬೈࠡؓ݁ଖΔ៶ڼ១֏հ৵ޣᇞٽఢೄհ

Ζق।ࢬՀڕڤᇞመ࿓Δࠡֆޣ

xExx
ᑌऱኙᜢᄭಛᇆԱႃխ᧢ᑇٵಛᇆႃխ᧢ᑇ৵ΔՈٽऱࠩگଚല൷ݺ؆ڼ

Δڕֆڤ Ζقࢬ

xEAxAEsE

ᇷறۥػ֏

۟ছᆜऱรԲޡᨏ༉ਢᇷறۥػ֏Δᇷறۥػ֏ऱؾऱڇലང৵ऱᇷறڼ

ࢤॺઌᣂڶࠠၴ ฆᑇ᧢ ᑇଖԫΔڼڇངᇷற Δঞ

ฆఢೄ᧢ᇷறհ٥ڼ ᄎګۯఢೄΖڼڂᇷறۥػ֏ऱֱڤנބ

ԫۥػ֏ఢೄ Δࠀലࢬ൷ࠩگऱಛᇆ ᒵࢤང٥ࠡࠌ᧢ฆఢೄۯఢೄΖ

IzzEVxz T

ᇞٽఢೄ

ݙছᆜ৵Δࠐ٦ঞਢૠጩ່Օॺཎ։܉ಛᇆΔᖕխ؇ᄕૻΔലڍଡॺ

ཎ։ؒڼᗑمऱಛᇆଡ᜔ܑף৵Δᄎࠌᖞ᧯ႜٻཎ։܉Δڼڂૉٚࠟଡᙟᖲ

ಛᇆ။ႜٻॺཎ։܉Δঞࠟڼಛᇆڼᗑمऱګ։༉။ՕΔڼ٦ཎ։܉ಛᇆࠠڶᦤ

ۖٽࢤཎಛᇆᒵطૉאࢬΔ܉৵ऱಛᇆսཎ։᜔ףಛᇆઌ܉Δࠟଡཎ։ࢤף

։ᠦಛᇆழΔؘႊࠐ։։࣫ګمᗑشࠌڇڼڂಛᇆΔࡨऱإటנऱᆢႃਢྤऄ։ᠦګ

ᓵ֮ਢආءಛᇆຝٝΔ܉۷ጩॺཎ։ڇΔ܉౨ւࠡխԫଡಛᇆཎ։٣ࠃ

ⰶش ေ۷ૠጩΔࠡխⰶࠐ ऱᆠᖕᠦཋಛᇆࢨຑᥛಛᇆطױ

Հ٨ֆࢬڤ।قΚ

yPyPyH

dyyfyfyH

ଃಛᇆຝٝխΔᅝಛᇆڇ ཎ։܉ழΔࠡⰶ່ՕଖΔڼڂԱૠጩֱঁݺଚࠌ

ڤֆڕᖕΔࠉ܂ࠐⰶش Δقࢬ ࡉ ڂಛᇆΔ܉ฆఢೄհཎ։᧢ٵઌڶ

ᅝಛᇆڼ ཎ։܉ழΔঞⰶሿΔԱ១֏ࠡૠጩΔݺଚലֆڤ ១֏ֆڤ Ζ

yHyHyJ gauss

vGEyGEyJ
ࠡխ ኙᅃֱ࿓ڤΔಛᇆ ؓ݁ଖሿ᧢ฆᑇԫհཎ։܉ಛᇆΔԫࠐᎅኙ

ᅃֱ࿓ڤլ౨ԲࠤڤڻᑇڍࢨႈࠤڤᑇΔݺڼڇଚᙇᖗऱኙᅃֱ࿓ڕڤՀقࢬΖ
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ԫൄᑇaya
a

yG

yyG

yyG

ᖕՂ૿ኙᅃֱ࿓ڤΔݺଚ Δ ᇞٽఢೄΔ ٽಛᇆΔ

ڤֆڼڂ ڤֆګᐊޏױ Δᅝ ່ՕழΔঞࠩބױॺཎ։່ࢤ܉ऱ

ଃಛᇆΔ່৵ׄشܓ٦ቅऄᦤזሎጩΔലᇞٽఢೄ Ζࠐנᇞޣ

vGExWGEWJ T

WxWGExWxGEW TT

ΰԲα़ၴଃᏺൎऄ

ᆖطᗑګم։։࣫ऄΔݺଚױലٽಛᇆ։ᠦࠟנଡಛᇆΔࠡխԫଡಛᇆࠡଃګ։ለ

ՕΔԫଡঞਢᠧಛګ։ለՕΔྥۖܶଃګ։ለڍऱಛᇆխΔս៱ᄎྲྀఎࠄᠧಛຝ

ٝΔݺڼڂଚشࠌ़ၴଃᏺൎऄၞࠐԫףޡൎΔៀೈಛᇆխऱᕳᜢᠧಛΖ

ଃಛطଡ़ၴΔԫଡࠟګᇞၦٻലᨠྒྷಛᇆऱױಛᇆ़ၴऱխΔڇ

ᇆิګۖٽऱ़ Δၴԫଡਢፖଃ़ၴٌإ ऱ़ګิࢬᕳଃط

ၴΔطᕳଃګิࢬऱ़ၴ۶ٚڶଃᇷಛױڼڂലڼฃΔۖଃಛᇆऱ

़ၴխΔս៱ᄎڶᕳଃګ։ፖࠡژࠀΔٺڕࠏ᙮ઃױڶ౨ڇژऱػᕳଃ Δ

ᠧಛಛᇆऱଃ़ၴΖڶנΔᝫࠐ܉։ऱ։ګᖕᕳଃڼڂ

ڤֆڕΔګᑓীิࢤԫᒵطױ։ګଚಛᇆ़ၴխऱଃݺ Δࠡխقࢬ

ԫ ͪ  ՛ ऱఢೄΔ  ˠͪ˄ ऱٻၦΔঞڼಛᇆٻၦ ̌ ԫଡࢬ̆˪ط

৬مऱᑛഗߺᐚ़ၴ ˥ˡᇙऱԫଡႃٽΔۖၴ़ڼ༉ਢಛᇆ़ၴΖʳ

ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ SS xWy ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʻ˄ˇʼʳ

ʻ˄ˈʼڕ˦ԫଡᕳଃಛᇆ़ၴ́ΔՂףऱଃಛᇆ़ၴ̌٦ءܛಛᇆٽࡨڼڂ

༉ऴ൷൶ڼڇאࢬழၴʻ˧˼̀˸ʳ˷̂̀˴˼́ʼՀऱ۷ጩΔڇشᓵ֮ऱֱऄਢආءطΔقࢬڤ

ಘڇழၴՀऱઌᣂ۷ྒྷΖʳ

SSSS nynxWz

ᖕՂڤऱٽಛᇆΔݺଚؘႊנބԫଡ ˡͪˡ ऱៀंᕴ Δࠌٽಛᇆᆖطៀं৵

౨ࠩऱಛᇆ Δۖៀं৵ऱಛᇆፖಛᇆઌֺለױૠጩࠡៀंᕴ ऱᎄΔ

ࠡᎄଖӬૠጩڕՀΚ

SnySFnyIFyy
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ࠡխӬ ।قៀंᕴៀೈऱଃಛᇆ؈టΔ
Sn ।ڶقៀೈऱᕳଃࢬขسऱ؈టΔ

ൎ֏৵ऱᎄ౨ၦΖګటᎄऱ᧢ฆᑇᅝ؈ଚૠጩຍࠟጟݺڼڂ

y
T
yy E

SSS n
T
nn E

ط៶ ࡉڤ ࡉ٦ڤ Δኙ֏ࠋ່܂ઌֺለΔૉኙಛᇆ़ၴխऱៀंᕴڤ

ଃಛᇆຝٝΔଃ؈టऱ࿓৫່՛ΔኙᕳଃಛᇆຝٝΔྲྀఎऱᕳଃጐၦލ

ࠫࠩլ۟ᐙᙃᢝ࣠ऱ࿓৫༉ړΔۖॺژྲྀڶ٤ݙޣऱᕳଃګ։ڇژΔڼڕڇ

אයٙ֏ࠋៀंᕴऱ່ڼଚലݺऱයٙՀމ Ζق।ࠐڤ

Sn

y

ࠡխӺ ᕳଃऱ᧢ฆᑇΔӫᓳᖞ൳ࠫៀंᕴྲྀఎᕳଃಛᇆऱ࿓৫Δݺڼڂଚشࠌ

ֱऄࠐૠጩࠋ່ڼ֏ៀंᕴයٙΔංᖄ࣠ڕՀΔӴ Δ

ࡉ ։ܑଃಛᇆࡉᕳଃಛᇆऱ٥᧢ฆఢೄΔૉല ᐛଖ։ᇞΔشࠌ

Δ ᐛٻၦఢೄ ᐛଖኙߡఢೄΔঞ ګ։ᇞױڤ Δ່৵ڤ

٦ല ֏ࠋΔ່ࠩ৵ಛᇆ़ၴៀंᕴ່ۿఢೄ२ߡᕳଃಛᇆऱᐛଖኙش

࣠Ζ

SnR

RP n
T P

S

Snyy RRRF

T
n

T
yy PPRPDPDF

S

T
nyy PDDPDF

S

ΰԿαଃ೯ೠྒྷऄ

መሿࡉᒵڴଃಛᇆऱ౨ၦشܓଚݺଃ೯ೠྒྷऄՂΔڇ ۩ၞࠐ

ଃಛᇆऱጤរೠྒྷΔԫၲݺࡨଚቃڇ٣ଃಛᇆंݮՂԫයഗᄷᒵΔᅝಛᇆ༏

ଡଃΔଡܑૠጩ༏ޢঞಾኙಛᇆխࠐᆠΔ٦Δ֘հإᆠഗᄷᒵՂֱڼڇ

ឭݮಛᇆंقΔ।ڍᑇᏺڻழၴփ။መഗᄷᒵۯᑇΔૉڻऱإࠩط֗אΕࠩإط

೯။Ꮳ௺ΖኙԫܶᠧಛհଃಛᇆΔᠧಛࢨᏗଃ౨ၦለ՛መሿለΔۖଃ

ຝٝঞਢଃ౨ၦለመሿ܅Δط៶ױڼڂ౨ၦڴᒵ֗אመሿࠐಾኙޢଃಛ

ᇆၞ۩ጤរೠྒྷΖڼڇޢଡଃܶץԱ ऱᑌءរΔঞመሿऱૠጩֱڕڤ

ՀقࢬΖ
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ࠡխ ।قร ଡᑌءរऱ༏౨ၦΔ ।قছԫଡᑌءរΔڼڂመሿਢਐ

ࠟຑᥛᑌၴءΔࠠڶլٵऱإᇆڻᑇΖإנ࠷ᒔऱଃಛᇆ৵ၞࡨၲױܛ۩ᙃᢝΔՀ

ቹଃ೯ೠྒྷऄᖞ᧯ੌ࿓ቹΖ

ቹԿΕଃ೯ೠྒྷऄੌ࿓ቹ

ԿΕߓอਮዌ

ጟઔٺऱشආࢬอΔߓऱ၏ᠦᠧಛଃᙃᢝנ༽ࢬᓵ֮ءଚᇡาඖ૪ݺՂԫີᆏխڇ

ऱᗑشࠌࢬळಛᇆ։ᠦطહནᠧಛऱଃழΔଈ٣ᄎᆖڶܶࠩگอ൷ߓଃگऄΔᅝֱߒ

مಛᇆΔ٦ൕຍࠟଡᗑمଡᗑࠟנಛᇆၞ۩։ᠦΔ։ᠦٽᠧಛऱڶ։։࣫ऄലګم

ಛᇆխᙇ࠷ଃګ։ለڍऱᗑمಛᇆΔشࠌ़ၴଃᏺൎऄၞԫޡៀೈಛᇆխᠧಛګ

։Δ່৵شܓ٦ଃ೯ೠྒྷऄၞ۩ጤរೠྒྷΔ່৵شࠌ٦ ଃٙၞ۩ᙃᢝΔ

֗אอᖞ᧯ਮዌੌ࿓ቹߓᒔΔՀቹᖞ᧯၏ᠦᠧಛଃᙃᢝإܡឰࠡᙃᢝ࣠ਢܒࠀ

ଃᙃᢝᕴᙃᢝੌ࿓ቹΖ

ቹΕ၏ᠦᠧಛଃᙃᢝߓอੌ࿓ቹ

ቹնΕଃᙃᢝᕴੌ࿓ቹ
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Εኔ᧭֗ᙃᢝ࣠

ΰԫαኔ᧭ᛩቼေ۷ൣࡉቼ

ᛩቼေ۷ֱڇ Δ૿ኔ᧭ᛩቼڕՀቹقࢬΔᄎᤜ৫પ ֆ Δ֡۟ ଅೄ٨Δ܌ଃຽگ
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Abstract

Search engines return thousands of pages per query. Many of them are relevant to the query
words but not interesting to the users due to different domain-specific meanings of the
query terms. Re-classification of the returned documents based on domain specific meanings
of the query terms would therefore be most effective. A cross domain entropy (CDE) measure
is proposed to extract characteristic domain specific words (DSW s) for each node of existing
hierarchical web document trees. Domain specific class models are built based on the
respective DSW s. Such class models are then used for directly classifying new documents
into the hierarchy, instead of using hierarchical clustering techniques. High accuracy can be
achieved with very few domain specific words. With only the top 5~10% DSW s and a
maximum entropy based classifier, 99% accuracy is observed when classifying documents of
a news web site into 63 domains. The precision and recall of the extracted domain specific
words are also higher than those extracted with conventional TF-IDF term weighting method.

Keywords: Domain Specific Words, Hierarchical Classification, Maximum Entropy
Classifier, Cross-Domain Entropy.

1 Re-classification Issues

Search engines today return thousands of pages per query. Many of them are relevant to the
query words but not always interesting to the users . The major problem is that search
engines do not distinguish query terms with multiple word senses. For instance, given the
query term Jaguar , most search engines are unable to identify whether it refers to an animal,
a car, or an air gunship (strike fighter plane). Given a user name, most search engines cannot
distinguish the person as a teacher, a technician or a government officer either.
Re-classification of the web documents, so that users can quickly identify the interested
documents, is therefore highly desirable.

For easy access, hierarchical classification of documents into a well-justified document
hierarchy would be the most appropriate [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. By well-justified , we mean a
hierarchy that was created or customized by human web masters, instead of an artificial
hierarchy created with some automatic clustering approach. An effective classifier and a set
of discriminative features for word sense disambiguation (WSD) are the key components for
such purposes.
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Many methods have been proposed to extract useful features for building classification
models [13]. For hierarchical classification into an existing document hierarchy, the most
effective approach would be to extract discriminative domain specific words (DSW s) for
each node of the hierarchy, and build a classification model for each node directly based on
such words.

A method for learning domain specific words from a web hierarchy, building associated
domain-specific class model, and then classifying the documents directly into such a
hierarchical document tree is therefore a key issue for re-classification.

2 Domain Specific Words as Discriminative Feature Words for
Document Classification

For effective word sense disambiguation (WSD) in the reclassification process, characteristic
domain specific words (DSW s) associated with each node of the document hierarchy will
play an important role. The existence of some DSW s in a document will be strong evidence
for the document to be a specific class and for the embedded words to be of specific senses.
For instance, the existence of the domain specific word basketball in a document will
strongly suggest the sport class of the particular document, even though it might have been
accessed by a query term like Pistons (which normally has a machinery sense). With the
DSW basketball , the special usage of Piston as a basketball team, rather than its

sense, are likely to be recognized. Actually, both of them act as domain specific
words of the sport domain, and enhance each other for supporting the sport class when both
appear in the same document. DSW identification is therefore an important issue for
document re-classification.

However, manually acquiring the associated domain specific words for each node in the
hierarchy is most likely unaffordable in terms of time and cost. Therefore, learning domain
specific words automatically from existing web hierarchy is the key step for web document
re-classification. In addition, new words (or new usages of words) are dynamically produced
day by day. For instance, the Chinese word (piston) is more frequently used as the
sport or basketball sense (referring to the Detroit Pistons) in Chinese web pages rather
than the mechanics or automobile sense. It is therefore desirable to find an automatic and
inexpensive way to acquire the whole set of domain specific words of the hierarchy directly
from web corpora.

Actually, the directory hierarchy of a Web can be regarded as a kind of classification tree
for web documents. Each node of the hierarchy is associated with a special class label,
identified by the directory name, and a large number of documents with some kind of domain
specific words. For instance, the documents under the sport hierarchy are likely to use a
large number of domain-specific words for the sport class. Hence, the domain specific
words for each node can be extracted by removing non-specific terms from the associated
document sets provided a measure of domain specificity is well established. A
cross-domain entropy (CDE) measure will be proposed for this purpose.

With these DSW s, associated with each node, a class model for each such node can be
established for direct classification of web documents into the document hierarchy.
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3 Classification by Clustering vs. Direct Classification into Web
Hierarchy

As indicated, for easy access, hierarchical classification of the documents into a
well-justified document hierarchy is important. Automatic construction of the document
hierarchy by document clustering, however, might create a hierarchy that is not acceptable by
users.

The conventional clustering approach to classify web documents into a hierarchical
structure is to collect important terms in all web documents as their representatives and
measure the distance between document pairs using some well-known distance metrics
between documents. For instance, the vector space model [10] measures the cosine of the
angle between two document vectors, consisting of weights for important terms, as a
similarity measure. Documents with high similarity or short distances are then clustered
bottom-up to build a hierarchy. The clustering hierarchy is then manually inspected for
adjustment into a customized hierarchy if necessary.

There are several disadvantages with this approach. First of all, since the documents are
clustered based on distance or similarity measures that do not have a direct link with any
ontological criteria, the hierarchical relationship among the clustered web documents is not
guaranteed to fit any naturally created hierarchy by most web masters. In particular, most
clustering algorithms merge documents in a binary way, which is far from the way a human
user would do. The mismatch of such hierarchical structures implies that the clustered one
might not match human perception quite well. The clustering results may therefore not be
acceptable by the users. Furthermore, due to such mismatch, the clustered hierarchy may not
be adjusted comfortably by the web masters. As far as the computation cost is concerned,
computation of document distances based on pairwise distance metrics will be time
consuming. (Admittedly, clustering might be preferred in some circumstances [4].)

Fortunately, clustering is not the only option since a large number of web documents,
which are natively arranged in a hierarchical manner, are created every day. One can readily
learn to classify documents directly into a customized hierarchy by learning the domain
specific words of each node from the training documents associated with each node, and
creating a class model for each node.

4 Building Domain Specific Classifier Models with Domain Specific
Words Detected fromWeb Hierarchy

Since the web documents already form an extremely huge document classification tree, we
propose here a simple and automatic approach to acquire the domain specific words in the
hierarchical web documents. The domain specific words for each node can then be used to
build their respective classifier models for each node of the document tree.

This simple approach is inspired by the fact that most text materials (webpages) in
websites are already classified in a hierarchical manner; the hierarchical directory structures
implicitly suggest that the domain specific terms in the text materials of a particular
subdirectory are closely related to a common subject, which is identified by the name of the
subdirectory. If we can detect domain specific words within each document, by removing
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words that are non-specific to the subdirectory, then the resultant DSW s would be good
representative for building classifier models for the subdirectory where they reside.

to have a large number of

and so on. Since these words are good representatives of the domain, they can
be used to build a class model for the entertainment domain. A new document accessed by
the query term , as well as other domain specific terms, can then be classified into the

easily, instead of into class or something else.

Since a large number of documents had been classified into various web hierarchies, and
update of the hierarchies is a daily routine of the various webmasters, the training corpora is
not sparse. As such, we will pay almost no cost in training the classifier models for various
domains and customized document trees.

The idea might extend equally well to other hierarchically organized Internet resources,
such as news groups and BBS articles. Extending the idea to hierarchically organized book
chapters might also be possible.

The advantages of building classification models directly from the sets of DSW s
associated with each node, by removing non-specific terms from documents, are many folds.
First, the original hierarchical structure reflects human perception on which directory a
document should be classified into. Therefore, one rarely needs to adjust the hierarchy; in the
worse case, one may be more comfortable to adjust the hierarchy if necessary. Second, the
computation cost is significantly reduced, since pairwise computation of document distance is
now replaced by the computation of domain specificity of documents against domains. The
reduction is significant, from O( |d|x |d|) to O( |d|x|D|), where |d| and |D| represent the
number of documents in individual domains and number of domains, respectively.

5 Domain Specific Word Acquisition: A Cross-Domain Entropy
Approach

Since the terms in the documents include general terms as well as domain-specific terms,
the only problem then is an effective model to exclude those domain-independent terms from
the documents. The degree of domain independency can be measured with the cross-domain
entropy (CDE) as will be defined in the following DSW (Domain-Specific Word) Extraction
Algorithm. Intuitively, a term that distributes evenly in all domains is likely to be independent
of any domain and therefore is unlikely to be a DSW. The CDE provides a way to better
estimate domain independency than traditional inverse document frequency (IDF). The
method is first revealed in [7] and is summarized as follows.

First of all, a large collection of web documents is acquired using a web spider while
preserving the directory hierarchy. Since our target is Chinese documents, a word
segmentation algorithm [12, 9] is applied in order to identify terms in the documents.
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For each subdirectory d j , we find the number of occurrences nij of each term wi in all
the documents, and derive the normalized term frequency f n Nij ij j/ by normalizing nij

with the total document size, N nj ij
i

, in that directory. The directory is then associated

with a set of w d fi j ij, , tuples, where wi is the i-th words of the complete word list for
all documents, d j is the j-th directory name (refer to as the domain hereafter), and
f n Nij ij j/ is the normalized relative frequency of occurrence of wi in domain d j .

Domain-independency of the terms are then estimated with the following Cross-Domain
Entropy (CDE) measure [7]:

H H w P P

P
f
f

i i ij
j

ij

ij
ij

ij
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* * logb g

Terms whose CDE is above a threshold is unlikely to be specific since such terms are evenly
distributed in many domains.

To appreciate the fact that a high frequency term will be more important in a domain, the
CDE is further weighted by the term frequency in the particular domain when deciding which
terms are important DSW s. Currently, the weighting method mimics the conventional
TF-IDF method [10] in information retrieval. In brief, a word with entropy Hi can be think of
as a term that spreads in 2**Hi domains on average. The equivalent number of domains a
term could be found then can be equated to 2 iH

iNd . The term weight for wi in the j-th
domain can then be estimated as:

2logij ij
i

NW n
Nd

where N is the total number of domains. Unlike the conventional TF-IDF method, however,
the expected number of domains that a term could be found is estimated by considering its
probabilistic distribution across all domains, instead of simple counting.

The directory tree, after domain independent terms are removed from the associated
documents, now represents a hierarchical classification of the domain-specific terms of
different domains. The lists of domain specific words in the subdomains can thus be used for
building domain-specific class models for disambiguating ambiguous words in various
contexts.

The Appendix shows a list of highly associated domain-specific words of low
cross-domain entropies and high term weights (with literal English translation) in 4 special
domains [7].
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6 DSW-Based Document Classification Model

Given the DSW s for various domains, some discriminative classification models have to be
developed in order to make the best use of such information source. This is particularly true
for DSW s that are sense ambiguous since sense ambiguity will make a DSW less useful as a
representative of a domain unless quantitative measures related to the domain, such as the
posterior probabilities of the term under various domains, are known.

For instance, if we use the DSW s simply as the (sense-insensitive) index terms in
conventional VSM-based (Vector Space Model-based) search engines, and use them to
calculate the similarity between documents for clustering without distinguishing the distinct
senses of the same term, then we may classify a document into a class that has relevant
documents including the same index term, such as the keyword bank , but not the
interested documents relevant to the organization where money is saved or withdrawn .

This ineffective use of the index terms (or DSW s) results from the fact that a VSM does
not take domain specificity (such as the probability of the index term in a domain ) into
consideration when calculating the similarity between the query keywords and the document.
Such ineffective use is also a main reason why people are calling for document
re-classification or web mining at the backend of those quick (but dirty) search engines.

Inspired partly by such an observation, a Bayesian classifier, which incorporates the
domain specificity measure as a posterior probability into the model parameters, is adopted.

With a Bayesian classifier, the document classification task can be formulated as finding
the most probable domain label of a document, given the set of words 1

nw in a document:

*
1

1

1

argmax |

argmax |

: class label of document
(i.e., the "domain")

: words in the document

n

d

n

d

n

d P d w

P w d P d

d

w

If we assume that a document is representable by the domain specific words in the
document, we can simply restrict 1

nw to the set of DSW s of all domains. If we further
assume that each domain specific word is generated independent of others, then we can
simply have:

* argmax |
i

i
d w DSW

d P w d P d

where P d is the prior probability that the domain d is addressed, which can be estimated
by the number of documents in d normalized by the number of all document. Furthermore,

|iP w d represents the posterior probability that a DSW will appear in the domain d.
Intuitively, the more a DSW in a document matches the right domain, the higher score one
will have for that domain. It is this probability factor that provides the domain specificity
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information. With this factor included, one can retrieve interested documents better, since
an interested document relevant to money will now be retrieved not merely because it has
the ambiguous keyword bank but other associated DSW s.

The above Naïve Bayesian assumption, however, has the problem on how to smooth the
empirically obtained probabilities if some domain specific words do not appear in some
domains. To make this smoothing issue well resolved, a maximum entropy-based classifier [1,
11, 8], is, instead, adopted so that word uni-gram counts in each domain can be used as a
feature to estimate the posterior probability of the document, subject to the constrains that the
expected feature values will fit the empirical counts, and all other unseen features are
smoothed equally probable.

Given such a classifier, the text version of the web documents can be filtered with domain
specific words so that only domain specific words in the training documents are used for
training the class models (i.e., the posterior probabilities for each domain). The testing
documents, filtered with domain specific words, are then classified based on the class models.

7 Classification Performance with Domain Specific Words

To see how the DSW-based text classifier achieves high classification accuracy with very few
DSW s, a large collection of Chinese web pages was collected from a local news site. The
HTML web pages are about 200M bytes pre-classified into 138 proprietary hierarchical
domains of the news site (including the most specific domains at the leaf nodes as well as
their parent domains towards the root). About 16,000 unique words are identified after word
segmentation is applied to the text parts.

Totally, there are 4,279 documents in the collection. On average, each domain has about
30 documents. For simplicity, a held out estimate of the classifier performance, based solely
on the DSW s, is adopted. (An n-fold cross validation would be better though.) The training
set for the classifier consists of about 9/10 of the documents in each domain; the other 1/10 of
the documents is used as the test set. Since some domains have only a few documents, they
are excluded from performance evaluation to factor out biases introduced by insufficient
evaluation data. The final set of documents for training and testing consists of 3,322
documents in 63 domains. Each domain has at least 23 documents for training.

To train the classifier models, the training documents are first word segmented with a
word-unigram based word segmentation model [12, 9]. Those words that are not identified as
domain specific words are then filtered out from the documents, leaving a bag of
domain-specific words, like the one shown in Table 1, for model training. Each row in this
table is derived from a sentence (or phrase) of the un-filtered document.

The set of domain specific words depends on the threshold applied to the list of word types
in each domain, sorted by decreasing term weight Wij. The simplified document
representation as shown in Table 1 is filtered by the top 5% words that have the highest term
weights (hereafter, the top 5% for short) of each domain. Although
the full text is not shown, it is not difficult for a person to classify it into the US-stock
domain if one is given this domain as a candidate. This characterization by DSW s is exactly
the basis for document classification without resorting to the full text.
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Table 1. A Document about US-stock filtered
with the top 5% DSW's.

(Each row is a filtered sentence.)

The evaluation is based on the bags of words filtered with the top 20%, 10%, 5% and 2%
of the domain specific words, each sampling step uses approximately half of the entries of the
next higher sampling threshold.

Furthermore, since the TF-IDF (term frequency inverse document frequency) approach [13,
10] is widely used in information retrieval applications for indexing important terms within
documents, it can also be applied to identify domain specific words in various domains. To
make a comparison, the TF-IDF term weighting method is also applied to the same corpus to
see the differences.

The training set performance and the test set performance are depicted in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively, showing the percentages of accurately classified documents by using different
sets of DSW s of different sampling thresholds. Three term weighting strategies are shown in
the three curves, where the CDE model refers to the proposed term weighting method based
on the cross-domain entropy measure, IDF refers to the traditional TF-IDF approach, and
RAW refers to the case where all the words in the unfiltered documents are used for
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training the classifier. The details of the two figures are also shown in Tables 2 and 3
respectively.

Note that, the RAW model is equivalent to using the constant threshold of 100% for
extracting domain specific words from the word list sorted by decreasing term weights. The
performance is therefore a constant, shown as a horizontal line, in comparison with other
models with different thresholds.

It is obvious from the curves that the performances of the other two models will eventually
drop to the horizontal line if one tries to increase the number of DSW s to achieve better
performance. This is not surprising since the model will then be contaminated by other
non-specific words. And this is exactly what the domain specific words are valuable. The
performance curves at the low sampling thresholds are therefore the major criteria for
comparing various models [13].

In this area with low sampling thresholds, the CDE model is consistently better than the
traditional TF-IDF approach, even though the differences are small. And, it breaks the
performance of the RAW model much faster.

One must not be over-optimistic to the test set performance shown here, though, since the
number of documents under testing is only 301 documents. With 5% of most heavily
weighted terms, there are only 3 mis-classified documents. Hence it quickly reaches the
highest performance when the domain specific words are doubled to 10%. Due to the small
number of test documents, the performance figures may have a great variance. A more
conservative performance might be acquired if the performance is evaluated against a larger
data set. However, as a conservative estimate, it would be safe to say that with 5~10% most
heavily weighted terms, a 99% accuracy is possible for this task.

Figure 1. Training Set Performance
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Figure 2. Test Set Performance

%DSW CDE IDF RAW
2 98.71 98.58 99.40
5 99.47 99.01 99.40
10 99.64 99.64 99.40
20 99.64 99.64 99.40
Table 2. Training Set Performances

%DSW CDE IDF RAW
2 98.34 98.01 99.34
5 99.00 98.67 99.34
10 100.00 100.00 99.34
20 100.00 100.00 99.34

Table 3. Test Set Performances

8 Domain Specific Words Acquisition Results

Although the DSW acquisition performance is not the main focus of this paper, it is
interesting to summarize some of the results in [7].

In 5 sample domains of small sizes (with 300 word types or less), the current approach
extracts domain specific words at an average precision of 65.4% and an average recall of
36.3%, corresponding to 45.8% F-measure, if the top-10% words with highest term weights
are extracted as domain-specific words. In other words, by only gathering the first 10% of the
whole word list, the current term weighting measure can identify about 36% of the embedded
domain specific words, and one can identify significant amount of DSW s about every 1.5
entries from the top-10% list of low entropy words.

In comparison with the popular TF-IDF (term frequency inverse document frequency) term
weighting approach, it is observed that the top-20% sampling threshold for the baseball
domain results in 51.6% F-measure with the CDE-based approach, as opposed to 47.8 % with
the TF-IDF weighting method.
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From all the observations, the CDE measure does indicate the degree of specificity more
informatively. In particular, the degree of domain specificity of a term is estimated by
considering the cross-domain probability distribution of the term in the current CDE-based
approach. In contrast, the TF-IDF approach simply counts the number of domains a term is
found as a measure of randomness. The CDE approach is therefore gaining a little bit
performance than a TF-IDF model.

The results partially confirm that one can extract a large domain specific lexicon at little
cost from the web pages by removing non-specific words from web documents.

9 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, a method for learning domain specific class models for nodes of a
hierarchical web document tree from domain specific words associated with each node is
proposed for web document classification. With this approach, web documents can be easily
re-classified into an existing web hierarchy directly, instead of being re-clustered with other
documents to form a hierarchy that is unlikely to fit any human classification criteria.

With only the 5~10% of most heavily weighted DSW s and a maximum entropy based
classifier, classification accuracy of about 99% is observed when the method is evaluated on a
task that classifies web documents into the 63 domains of an existing news web site.
Furthermore, the performance of the current term weighting method is consistently better than
the conventional TF-IDF approach in the current task, in terms of classification performance
and domain specific word acquisition performance. The current approach is therefore an
appropriate candidate for applications of this kind.
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Appendix: Sample Domain Specific Words

Baseball Broadcast-TV Basketball Car

(Japanese professional
baseball) (cable TV) (one minute) (Kilo-c.c.)

(baseball games) (Dong Fong TV
Station) (three seconds) (small car)

(warm up) (start to work) (girl s teams) (used car)
(athlete) (on air) (fold; clip) (engine cover)

(time table) (radio-tv office)
(tank)

(cost) (foul)

(baseball team)
(Ho-Hsin TV Station)

(shot)
(market atmosphere)

(manager) (government
information office)

(male team) (destination)

(practicing) (defense) (car delivery)
(Hsin-Lung
team)

(channel)
(championship) (of the same grade)

(course;
diamond) (TV)

(fullback)
(co-development)

(pitcher) (movie)
(Piston team)

(safety
system)

(season)
(hot)

(national male
team)

(luggage)

(schedule) (video) (Wallace) (trunk)
(the Sun team) (entertainment) (Philadelphia) (c.c.)

Appendix. Sample domain specific words with low cross-domain entropies in 4 special
domains [7].
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ኴ 

ೠྒྷऱᑓࣨΔ࿇୶ဎڗᙑܑܗ౨ജᚥسႃΔ۞೯ขڗسขࠐڗشຘመൄߒઔء

֮ᙑܑڗೠྒྷݾΖߓءอشܓࠢഗ៕Δشࠌࠢխऱဲნဲش૿إΔຘመ

ڗႃ۞೯ขڗܑܶسऱ֘૿ᑓࣨΔ౨ജೠྒྷऱܑٵܶץڗଃڗΕٵຝଈڗΔࠀຘ

መឰဲຌ᧯᎖ܗឯإޓ࠷ᒔऱ֘૿ᑓ Δࣨܗ࠰אشဎ֮ඒஃၞ۩Օၦဎ֮֮܂ऱᙑܑڗ

 யΖګ౨Ժհ܂Δ່৵ሒࠩ༼ࣙᐊ܂ᐊ۩ၞسᖂܗ᎖۟ޏޅ
ᣂဲΝᑓࣨขسΕᑓࣨ൶೮Εش૿֘إवᢝ 

Abstract 

In this research, we proposed a system that can use automatically generated templates 
for detecting Chinese spelling error. At first, we use frequently used Chinese characters to 
produce the Chinese confusion set. Based on a dictionary, our system automatically generated 
negative vocabulary template with the help of Chinese confusion set. Error types include 
pronunciation-related errors and radical-related errors. And our system uses word segment to 
capture more accurately the negative template. We hope that such a system can help the 
teachers on the checking of students’ essays, and also can help students learn to write 
effectively. Consequently, the students would improve their writing skill. 

Keywords: Template generation, Template mining, Pragmatics Knowledge Base. 
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ԫΕፃᓵ 

ഏا۞ ωᙟ৵٨Ե֒ᖂૠ᧭ྒྷ܂ᙄψᐊףᖂԺྒྷ᧭խءഏխഗڇຝߛದΔඒڣ95
։Δૠ։ᑑᄷࠉᖕمრޗ࠷Εዌิ៣ΕဲທΕᙑܑڗղ 6ଡรऱ్։Δဎ
ᖂխऱ֮܂౨Ժໂ࠹ૹီΖഏխഗءᖂԺྒྷ᧭ڣޢપڶԿԼᆄᖂسᚨᇢΔݺڼڂଚױ

᎖ࠐݾᖂऱۯᑇش۶ᚨڕΔޣඒᖂऱᏁܗ᎖ፖޏޅܗ᎖֮܂Օၦऱڶലࠐآߠቃא

 հᤜᠲΖߒছཏሙઔؾΔ܂ᖂᐊسᖂܗᚥࠀ֮܂ޏޅඒஃܗ

ᖕᐊྒྷ܂᧭ऱေ։ࠉᖕΔᙑܑڗਢଡૹऱေ։ᑑᄷΔڃאխ֮ᙑܑڗऱ᎖

ऱإፖ[2]Δຍࠟᒧ֮ຟਢಾኙխ֮֮ີխၞ۩ೠᙑፖૡ[1]ڶอऱઌᣂ֮ߓسᖂܗ
ܛཙངԫଡᒳᒘڻޢΔຘመڗ౨ऱܑױسขࠐীᒳᒘڗཙངնشܓอΔࠡխ[1]ਢߓ
១᧯խ֮ऱխഏՕຬΔնشࠌشীᙁԵऄڗΔۖնڗ౨ऱܑױଡڍسሒࠩขױ

ڗীࠉ٤ݙᖕݮڗࡉᐛኙዧၞڗ۩ᒳᒘΔലዧڗቤ։ᖩΕᓻΕኳΕඎΕމ

նጟΔڗނࢨᒳᒘਊԫ৳։ڇ܉ 25ଡ֮ਊՂΖඒߛຝՈಾኙᙑܑڗංطנ
Գՠᒳᐊऱൄشഏڗᙃ[3]ۿΔ܀ਢൄشഏڗᙃڶܶۿ 1477ᑓࣨΔࠀլᑆՕၦऱ܂
֮ೠᙑشࠌΔۖݺଚൕՂ፦ႃൄشऱش૿֘إᑓࣨܶڶ 6,701 Δڇࠀ 2008 ڣ
࿇।խ֮֮܂ऱૡإፖإޓ৬ᤜߓอ[4]Δᇠߓอشܓᖂࢬسᐊऱ֮܂፦ႃೠᙑشᑓ
ຘመอૠࠀᑓࣨೠᙑΔ૿֘إऱݾᑓࣨೠᙑم৬א៶ࣨ Corpusऱ uni-gramΕbi-gram
৬مߢᑓীൄشೠᙑΔطԳՠ፦ႃᑓࣨ၄ழԺءګመΔאࢬᙟ৵ݺଚ

ᖕ QAߓอխऱ۞೯ᑓࣨขسᄗ[5]Ε[6]ΔشܓᖲᕴᖂհݾࠀՕၦ൶೮ Corpus
խױ౨ऱ֘૿شᑓࣨΔ່৵شܓᖂࢬسᐊ֮܂ Training dataΔ 2009 ڣ 5
ִ࿇।Ախ֮֮܂ᙑܑڗೠᙑᑓࣨ۞೯ข[7]سΔᇠߓอشࠌᑓࣨឩ୶ዝጩऄ࠷ࠐՕ
ၦऱᑓࣨΔࠀຘመֱᛀگᑓࣨऱᛀֆڤΔ܀ਢ۞೯ᑓࣨขسᝫਢࠉᘸԳ

ՠ፦ႃᑓࣨխհጟΔਢݺଚشࠌڗႃࠐՕၦขس፦ႃᑓࣨشऱጟΔڗႃ

ԫԳ୲شऱڗհႃٽΔױڗ౨ٵଃڗΕڗݮٵΕٵຝଈڗΖ 

ڗႃਢᖂس୲ലإᒔऱڗᐊګᙑᎄऱڗհႃٽΔᖕᏥਟ᧵ඒऱอૠᖂ

۾ڗݮٵխڗᐊऱᙑܑسΕ[9]Δᖂ[8]֮܂س 30.70%Εٵଃ۾ڗ 79.88%Εٵݮٵଃڗ
۾ 20.91%Εॺٵݮٵଃ۾ڗ 2.43%Δอૠ࣠ਐנᖂسᐊऱऱᙑܑڗՕຝ։ࠐ۞
ΔլመᏥ࠷ঞለլڗݮٵۖ࠷ႃگࠢڗຘመאױႃڗऱڗଃٵᙑᎄΔڗଃٵ

ඒࠉᖕପᕂᙁԵऄ࿇।[10]ΔشܓཙངପᕂᙁԵऄڗᒘ࠷ࠐڗݮٵፖ[1]ऱཙངն
 հΖۿীᒳᒘઌڗ

ԲΕߓอૠፖֱऄ 

ΰԫαᙑܑڗ۞೯ᑓࣨขߓسอڃ 

ଚݺ อ[4]ਢຘመԫଡWebߓ৬ᤜإೠᙑፖૡڗ࿇।ऱᙑܑࢬ2008 տ૿ Δᨃᖂ

อࠟߓଚݺቹԫؐᢰֱჇΔᆖመڕڗૉեଡܑڶ౨ܶױີ֮֮ۖ܂ᐊऱࢬଚהᙁԵس

ႈפ౨ൄشೠᙑፖ૿֘إᑓࣨೠᙑ်ឰ৵Δൄشೠᙑᄎ༼ࠎᖂسऱᙑᎄڗΕؘႊޓ

ऱ৬ᤜհࠎ༽ೠᙑشೠᙑೈԱൄش૿֘إ৬ᤜऱᇷಛΔإޓࡉᆜۯڗΕᙑᎄڗऱإ

؆ᝫᄎ༼ဲࠎऱᎅࣔڕቹԫ׳ᢰֱჇΔݺଚऱߓอאױೠྒྷߠൄנऱᙑܑڗΔࣔࠀ

ᒔਐנᖂسᙑܑີ֮ڇڗऱ۶Δࠀղᔞᅝऱ৬ᤜፖᎅࣔΔᨃᖂسᛵᇞ۞ա۶ᐊ

ᙑࠀڗൕᙑᎄխᖂΖ 
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ڇଚݺ ڣ2009 ၞޏอ[7]ਢߓس࿇।ऱ۞೯ᑓࣨขࢬ5ִ อΔߓ࿇।[4]ऱڣ2008
መΔءګԳՠ፦ႃᑓࣨ၄ழԺطԳՠ፦ႃΔطऱᑓؘࣨႊᆖشࠌࢬอߓऱڣ2008
۞೯ᑓࣨขߓسอᒔኔ౨ജ۞೯ขسՕၦऱೠᙑᑓࣨլመথࠟڶଡរΔ1. ขسᑓࣨ
ऱإΕܑڗጟؘႊᆖطԳՠ፦ႃΖ2. ࠡ۞೯ขسऱຝٝᑓࣨլࠠױᦰࢤլฤဲٽ
ნऱᄗΔڕቹԲΖቹԲխݺଚאױנਬဲࠄნڕϘᥨ৳ϙΕϘီᓵϙΕϘሽီ

ϙࠀլਢݙᖞऱဲნΔڕϘᥨ৳ϙױ౨ਢൕϘᥨ৳ஃϙឯ࠷Δຍࠄլݙᖞऱဲ

ნࠀլᔞٽᅝإޓ܂৬ᤜᇷಛृشࠌەΔڼڂՀ૿ݺଚᖕאՂࠟଡរၞ۩ޏ

ၞΖ 

        ࣔངӦౚǴவךৎଆ

     ...ੁၗྍǴᡣᕉߥΓγόεᖂ࡚ڥǺȨӦౚѝԖ
ঁǴाངៈӦౚǴ൩ाவۚৎଆǶȩ 
ǳǳவλǴݿݿޑך༰༰൩ததນךǴाࣔངӦౚǴόा٬
ҔၸӭόѸाੁޑၗྍǴाਔҡޑڅڅऊǶࣁΑᡣԃѴޑ
൩ѐᇆ࣬ᜢޜբೢǴԖيа༰༰ᕴݿݿқǴܴڅుૈך
ၗςຫٰຫϿǴ൩ႽޑǺȨӦౚךၗǶ༰༰தນޑ
գਔதڗܜፁғરǴܜ൩ѤǵϖǴԶЪգҔԛ൩ѻ
ޑᇙԋ܌ᐋЕၰ༏ǻፁғરޕգύǴᇬόࣔெǴՠ฿֣ڱ
Ǵӵ݀܌ԖޑᐋࣶሚፁғરޑচǴٗሶӦౚ൩ᡂள
ТǴ...

தҔᇟୀᒱ

ᒱᇤӷ: ҡ
ӷ: ਔ҅׳
ᒱᇤӷՏ: 80
څڅ: ਔਔࡌ҅׳

ᒱᇤӷ:
ӷ:ණ҅׳
ᒱᇤӷՏ: 354
: Тණࡌ҅׳

҅ϸय़ኳ݈ୀᒱ

ᒱᇤӷ: ೢ
߾ :ӷ҅׳
ᒱᇤӷՏ: 109
ᒱᇤᜪࠠ: ӕॣӷ
ᇥܴ: Ȩ߾ȩೕጄǵᄦኬޑཀࡘǹȨೢȩԖॄ
ೢǵೢഢǵೢԋཀࡘǶȨаيբ߾ȩаԾρޑ
ߚȩԶ߾аҔȨ܌ᄦኬǴޑдΓࣁՉᖐЗق
ȨೢȩǶ
߾բي: аࡌ҅׳

Ўകӷኧ: 232
ԋᇟኧ: 2
ᒱӷኧ: 3

ӅΑ 1.782ࣾ ୀᒱǶ  
ቹԫΕ2008ࢬڣ࿇।ߓอհೠᙑפ౨ 

  
ቹԲΕ៱ߓอࢬขسऱຝٝᑓࣨ 

ΰԲαڗႃ 

խឯشΕ֘૿إ፦ႃࢬଚݺطጟਢᆖڗΕܑإऱشࠌࢬอߓଚ࿇।መऱೠᙑݺ 

ጟڗΕܑإϘ॔ᘔϙΕϘుᘔϙΔۖش૿֘إΝڕࠏΔسขࢬڗΕܑإխऱࠡ࠷

ঞϘ॔ϙΕϘుϙΔإطΕܑڗጟՈਢؘႊᆖطԳՠ፦ႃΔٵᑌՈࠠڶ၄ழԺ
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ڗᐊऱᙑܑࢬسᖂڇڗऱܑڗݮٵଃٵመऱរΖᖕᏥඒऱอૠ[8]Ε[9]Δءګ
խڶ۾ 89.67%Δࠡխٵଃᙑܑڗሒ 79.88%Ζ 
Ϙ೯ϙऱࣹଃڕΔڗଃٵᓳီٵଃٵലࠀऱࣹଃڗشڶࢬ፦ႃࠢڗଚൕݺ 

ϘԅԤԡԪϙΔڼڂϘଯϙϘԅԤԡԪϙီٵଃڗΔϘࣟϙϘԅԤԡϙီլٵଃڗΔ

ڶ।٥ڗଃٵ፦ႃऱࢬଚݺۖ 1,351ଃΕ15,160ڗΔڕቹԿΖ 
 ዧݮڗڗऱዌګైਢطቤΕႉΕೣலΕքΕຝଈࢬዌګΔࠡխຝଈਢࣟዧ

ຝٵຝଈΔۖشࠌԫઃڤֱڗऱᛀڗ৵ዧڼΔ໌ࢬρڗထհπᎅ֮ᇞࢬᖂ୮შڗ֮

ଈڶܶڗઌۿ৫ΔݺڼڂଚشࠌຝଈᇷಛࠐขڗݮٵسΔᖕπൈዺࠢڗρዧڗऱຝ

ଈԫڶ٥ 214ଡΔݺଚشܓ 214ଡຝଈ፦ႃԱ 9,752ଡዧࠀڗขٵسຝଈڗ।Δڕቹ
Ζ 

່৵۞೯ขسڗႃֱऄঞਢڗإشࠌᛀٵଃڗ।Εٵຝଈڗ।Δڕቹնᄗ

ቹشܓϘ١ϙٵנބױܛຝଈऱϘ܍܌܋٠٢٣כ…ϙፖٵଃڗऱϘֈٮכᶿ…ϙ

ڗΖ 

 
ቹԿΕຝٝٵଃڗ। 

 
ቹΕຝٝٵຝଈڗ। 

١ …܍܌܋٠٢٣כ ֈٮכᶿ…

ڗإ ڗຝଈٵ ڗଃٵ

 
ቹնΕ۞೯ขسڗᄗቹ 

ΰԿα۞೯֏گႃᑓࣨߓอੌ࿓ 
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ቹքݺଚ۞೯ᑓࣨขߓسอੌ࿓ቹΔݺଚऱ۞೯ᑓࣨขߓسอਢഗဲش૿إॺ

ൄ᙮شࠌΔܑۖܶڗऱ֘૿شঞᄎشࠌৰ֟ऱයٙՀΔଈݺ٣ଚ፦ႃطഏං۩

٥ڗش[11]խऱൄܫဲᓳشൄڣऱԶԼԮ܉ֆࢬᄎࡡ 4,998 ጟΔڗإ܂ڗ
൷ထشܓຍڗشൄࠄ۞೯ขٵسଃΕٵຝଈऱܑڗΔ່৵ലڗႃᙁԵ۟ݺଚऱ۞೯

ᑓࣨขߓسอΖ 
հរΔ༽ࢬڰ࿑ڶᄎ܀ᑓࣨش૿إسขࠐዝጩऄشࠌอਢߓଚ࿇।መऱೠᙑݺ

ਢݺଚشࠌဲڶნऱഗ៕܂ش૿إᑓ Δࣨᅝߓอ࠷ڗإ৵ᄎװᛀࠢਢܡ

Δᆖ[12]ءຝૹᒳഏࠢଥૡߛհඒ܉ֆࢬຝߛհဲნΔࠡխࠢඒڗإᇠܶץڶ
ნ٥ဲڗଚៀൾݺط 145,608ဲΔ൷ထݺଚലᛀհဲნऱڗإཙངڗܑګإΕ
ᑓࣨΔ൷ထࠩش૿֘ Corpus ၞ۩᙮อૠΔอૠ᙮࣠ڕฤٽ॰ាଖऱᑓࣨঞگႃ
ದၞࠐ۩ Close testΔ࣠ڕฤٽ Close testᎄܒ॰ាଖऱᑓ່ࣨ৵ঞലڼᑓࣨگԵ૿֘إ
றΔۖ۞೯ᑓࣨขسऱᄗڕቹԮΖ 

ڗش5000ൄ

۞೯ขس
ڗႃ

ૠጩဲ૿֘إ
ნ॰ាଖ

ჼ༈ܶڗإشܓ
հဲნڗ૿إ

ਢܡฤٽ॰ាଖ

Y

Nലဲნխऱڗإ
ז࠷ڗ૿֘ط

Y

N

ലᑓࣨၞ۩
Close test

ਢܡฤٽᎄܒ
॰ាଖ

ലᑓࣨگԵإ
֘૿ற

ඍඵլฤٽය
ٙհᑓࣨࠢ

Corpus

ൕCorpusխჼ
༈ז࠷৵ऱ֘
૿ဲნ᙮

 
ቹքΕߓอੌ࿓ቹ 

 ଌ

ۍ֮ࣳ
֍
ԫת

ە

ଌۍ֮ࣳ
ଌ֍
ԫଌת
ଌ
ଌە

ૠጩ
॰ាଖ

ۍ֮ࣳ


… …

ଌۍ֮ࣳ
ଌ

ڗإ ڗܑ

ش૿إ ش૿֘

 
ቹԮΕ۞೯ᑓࣨขسᄗቹ 
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 ᛀֆ૿ֱڤΔݺଚڇ ڣ2009 ᛀֱشࠌอ[7]ਢߓس࿇।ऱ۞೯ᑓࣨขࢬ5ִ
Δࠡխ(1)ڕᑓࣨگܡਢᛀࠐ Eش૿إᑓࣨऱנ᙮ O֘૿شᑓࣨऱנ
᙮Δۖխ֮խൄڶᗨॺګਢऱشࢨຏဲဲشნΔԱᝩ܍ຍᑌऱൣउݺଚᄎૻ

E > OΖ 

E
EO

X
2)(2

    (1) 

ᙟ৵ݺଚᨠኘᖂ֮܂سխᖂشࠌࢬسऱ֘૿شፖඒஃૡإ৵ऱش૿إΔ࿇إ

ቹԶΔۖڕشऱ᙮Օ֘૿ش૿ ऱ᙮ش૿֘إسᖂথࢤڤֆᛀֱ

։܉լֱࠡٵᛀࢤቹڕቹֱᛀऱ॰ាଖᒤΔڇ॰ាଖ 100ऱයٙ
ՀΔᙟထش૿إ᙮ऱ༼ࣙۖ֘૿شՈܧᒵࢤऱ༼ࣙΔՈ༉ਢቹՂֱᒵאփऱ

֘૿᙮ઃᄎຏመֱᛀྒྷᇢΔຍፖݺଚൕᖂشࠌࢬسऱش૿֘إڶထॺൄՕऱ

ฆΔֱאࢬᛀࠀլᔞࠐشٽᛀᑓࣨਢگܡΖ 

 
ቹԶΕش૿֘إ᙮։܉ቹ 

 
ቹΕֱᛀፖᇆᛀ॰ាଖ։܉ቹ 
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ऱ᙮ΕWfeq֘ش૿إΔCfeq(3) (2)ڕޏଥڤආᇠᑓࣨऱֆܡଚലݺڼڂ 
ऱش૿إ᙮հؓ݁Δۖආᑓࣨऱයٙਢش૿إڶࢬऱ᙮ΕThresholdش૿
᙮ᆖመၲᇆऱૠጩհ৵ؘႊՕ֘૿شऱ᙮Δش૿إؘႊՕ॰ាଖΖࠌ

࠷᙮ش૿إଡޢᅃࠉૠΔࢬࢤհش૿֘إऱشࠌسᖕቹԶᖂࠉਢڤֆڼش

ઌኙհ֘૿ش᙮Δؘࠀႊฤဲش૿إٽॺൄ᙮شࠌΔ֘૿شঞشࠌৰ֟

ऱයٙΔᇆᛀऱࢤቹڕቹՀֱᒵΔᇆᛀ౨ജಾኙޢԫଡش૿إ᙮װ

᙮٥ش૿֘إسଚലᖂݺ᙮հ॰ាଖΔ່৵ش૿֘ࠋऱ່ה࠷ 2455شܓ
(2)ֆڤ᙮։܉։࣫Δࠡխڶ٥ 90.46%ऱᑓࣨฤٽᇆᛀհྒྷᇢΔլฤڼٽᛀ
ྒྷᇢऱᑓࣨڶϘࠐآϙΕϘࠐϙΔϘբᆖϙΕϘאᆖϙΔϘ܀ਢϙΕϘࠃ܀ϙᑓࣨΔ

ຍࠄᑓࣨऱছ৵֮ᇷಛլࠐش࣠ڕߩᅝ܂ᙑܑڗૡإᑓࣨΔঞᄎॺൄ୲֧ԵᠧಛΖ 

ThresholdCfreqWfreqCfreq    ,      (2) 

n

iyCvocabular
Threshold

n

i 1
)(

    (3) 

ΰαឰဲຌ᧯ᚨش 

Ղ૪ᛀֆڤፖ Close test ᖕݺଚኔ᧭ፖᨠኘΔ2 ଡڗऱဲნսྥॺൄ୲
ທګ False alarmΔຍଡڂਢ ቹڕࠏૹᦤऱွᒤسნ࿇ဲהऱဲნመ୲ፖࠡڗ2
ԼΔش࣠ڕԫଡဲ૿إნڕϘᖑڶϙװឯش૿֘࠷ΔঞᄎڕቹԼലϘሸڶϙΕϘא

ᚨ᥆ڗϙאϙխऱϘڶאխΔϘࠏᑗϙຍᒤݶڍৰڶאױϘԫଡԳڇ܀ԵΔگϙຟڶ

ϘאױϙຍଡဲნΖ 

ԫଡԳױሸڶৰݶڍᑗΖ

ԫଡԳڶאױৰݶڍᑗΖ

ᖑڶ

 
ቹԼΕဲნૹᦤွᒤࠏ 

 ឰဲຌ᧯౨ജലإᒔऱဲნឰ Δဲۖ ቹԼԫΔڕნဲנᒔឰإऱဲნঞྤऄڗܑڶܶ

ലࢤຍଡشࠌଚݺڼڂ Corpusشܓឰဲຌ᧯[13]ឰ Δဲ៶ࠐشאឯإޓ࠷ᒔऱ ဲڗ2
ნᑓࣨΔݺଚᄎലإᒔឰဲऱဲნฝೈ൷ထലໍ塒ࠐشࠓٽဲڗឯ࠷ᑓࣨشΖ່৵ط

 ቹԼԲΖڕऱᑓࣨسอ۞೯ขߓଚݺ

ԫଡ Գ ױ ሸ ڶ ৰݶ ڍᑗΖ

ԫଡ Գ ڶ אױ ৰݶ ڍᑗΖ

ᖑڶ

 Գױሸڶ 

 
ቹԼԫΕᚨشឰဲឯش૿֘࠷ᑓࣨᒤࠏ 
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ቹԼԲΕᆖݺطଚߓอࢬขسऱຝٝᑓࣨ 

ԿΕኔ᧭࣠ፖ։࣫ 

ΰԫαCorpusፖᖂ֮܂س 
ଚऱݺଚ፦ႃᄅፊறݺڼڂอૠᑓࣨ᙮ᏁՕၦऱறᇷறΔط

CorpusΔᇷறᖞڕ।ԫΖ 
।ԫΕCorpusᇷறᖞ 

ᇷறٝڣ ᄅፊष ֮ٙᑇ ᚾூՕ՛ 

1998-1999 

Chinatimes 38,163 

209MB 
Chinatimes Commercial 25,812 

Chinatimes Express 5,747 
Central Daily News 27,770 
China Daily News 34,728 

1998-1999 United Daily News 249,508 320MB 

2000-2001 

United Daily News 172,421 

1.03GB 
United Express 91,958 

Ming Hseng News 168,807 
Economic Daily News 463,873 

 ྒྷᇢႃਢൕᖂ֮܂سխࠟګଡຝٝΔԫଡຝٝ Close testشΔԫຝٝঞਢ
ࠐش Open testشΔᖂݺ֮܂سଚؑקشࠌਬഏխԮΕԶە్ڣᇢ֮܂Εطࠀඒஃ
ீૡመᙑܑ٥ڗ 3264 ᒧΔޢᒧ֮ີઃᙁԵګሽᆰױऱڕڤቹԼԿΔۖݺଚऱߓ
อࠀլࣹଃ֮֗אլڇژ UnicodeᒳᒘխհᙑڗΖ 

່৵ݺଚല፦ႃࠩऱ֮܂ᇷற։࣫ڕ।ԲΔൕ।խݺଚאױנપ 94%ऱ֮܂
ڇપڗܑإຝଈऱٵ։࣫ڗܑإऱ֮܂سऱᒤΔۖ।Կঞᖂڗشઃൄڗش 15%
પڗܑإଃٵ 68%Δۖॺٵຝଈٵଃڗપ 19%Δݺଚऱ֮܂อૠ։࣫࣠ፖᏥඒ
ऱ։࣫࣠[8]Ε[9]ઌ२Ζݺ؆ଚՈอૠᖂحൄسᙑᎄհ Top 10ᑓࣨڕ।Ζ 
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ቹԼԿΕ֮܂ሽᚾऱڤ 
।ԲΕᖂ֮܂سഗء։࣫ 

 
 ࠏֺڗشൄ ᑇڗܑ݁ؓ ᑇڗ֮݁ؓ܂ ᑇ ్ؓ݁։֮܂

Close test essay 2241 3.62 367.12 1.74 94.23% 
Open test essay 1023 3.61 420.02 1.94 94.33% 

।ԿΕᖂڗܑإ֮܂س։࣫ 

 
 ઃॺृࠟ ڶઃृࠟ ࠏଃֺٵڗܑإ ࠏຝଈֺٵڗܑإ

Close test essay 13.82% 70.27% 4.92% 20.81% 
Open test essay 16.96% 66.31% 2.85% 19.58% 

।Εൄحᙑᎄհ Top 10ᑓࣨ 
Close 
essay 

 ءബಜ բᆖ ฅຶ ۖբ  ؟ բᆖ ᧢ ۞ա ནွ ԫش૿إ

 ءᆖ ؘຶ ۖա ᇿא ڮബ ܀ աᆖ ᧢ऱ ۞բ ནቝ ԫش૿֘

Open 
essay 

 բᆖ ᙇᖗ ᅀ༪ ᚨᇠ բᆖ ۖբ ᙇᖗ ৵ ؟ ۞ա ԫش૿إ

 ᆖ ۖա ᐷᖗ ৵ঌא ᇠڂ աᆖ ᙇঞ ᅀᆰ ܀ ۞բ ԫش૿֘

ΰԲαኔ᧭ૠፖေ۷ 

ऱᑓࣨΔسขࢬอ[7]ߓԳՠ፦ႃऱᑓࣨፖ࿇।መऱೠᙑࢬଚኔ᧭ऱֺለኙွ[4]ݺ 
ଚಾኙຍԿิ։ܑݺڂ᙮ฆॺൄՕΔנՂऱဲნאڗΕဲڗΕԿဲڗԲط

ૠጩ٤ຝဲნऱؓ݁᙮Δࠉᅃؓ݁᙮॰ាଖ։ܑΝ2300Ε500Ε100Δۖ Close 
testऱመៀ॰ាଖᆖݺطଚ֘ኔ᧭ࠩ 0່ࠋऱΖ 
ေ۷ऱֱڤਢشࠌ Precisionፖ RecallֆڤᆠڕՀ: 

N

)
r

dr
(

Recall Micro   (4)    
N

)
sd

dr
(

Precision Micro    (5) 

)r(
)dr(

Recall Macro   (6)    
)sd(

)dr(
Precision Macro    (7) 

Precision1  rate alarm False   (8) 
dr ޢᒧ֮ີխೠᙑإᒔऱڗᑇΔr ޢᒧ֮ີխటإऱᙑڗᑇΔsd  ޢᒧ֮ີ

խߓอೠྒྷנऱᙑڗᑇΔNີ֮ڶࢬऱᒧᑇΖMicro PrecisionፖMicro Recallਢא൷
२ኔسऱೠᙑൣݮΔՈ༉ਢີ֮אۯೠᙑய౨۶ڕΖೈڼհ؆ᝫؘႊەၦለ
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 Macro RecallፖMacroشࠌଚݺאࢬΔٽऱᇷறီᖞଡՕႃڶࢬΔՈ༉ਢലءऱᑌڍ
Precisionࠐᛀီߓอऱய౨Ζ່৵ݺଚߓอޣऱਢڇፂ PrecisionऱൣउՀࠐ༼
 RecallଖΔڂݺଚլݦඨڍ֜ृشࠌ False alarmΖ 

ΰԿαኔ᧭࣠ 

ழऱኔ᧭ᛀֱشႃᚨڗଚૠิኔ᧭รԫิኔ᧭ݺ Δ࣠รԲิ

ڗႃᚨشᇆᛀऱኔ᧭࣠ΔรԿิᇆᛀףԵឰဲ৵ऱኔ᧭࣠Δร

ิᇆᛀࢬ۞೯ขسऱᑓࣨףԵԳՠ፦ႃᑓࣨհ৵ऱኔ᧭࣠Ζ 
ኔ᧭ԫΝڗႃᚨֱشᛀ 

 
ቹԼΕֱᛀኔ᧭࣠ 

ኔ᧭࣠ڕቹԼΔࠡխ AิԳՠ፦ႃऱᑓࣨ٥ 6,701ΔBิݺଚ࿇।መߓ
อࢬขسऱᑓࣨ٥ 19,402 ΔC ิᚨشڗႃ৵ֱشࠌᛀհߓอขسऱᄅᑓ
ࣨ٥ 54,253 Δࠡխڗආ[11]࠷խऱൄڗشΔլشൄڇᒤऱڗঞլڼڇᒤΖ
Precisionֱ૿אԳՠ፦ႃऱᑓ່ࣨࠋΔۖ Recallֱ૿ᚨشڗႃֱᛀࢬ۞೯ข
ΔլመࠋԳՠ፦ႃऱᑓ່ࣨאᎅঞᝫਢࠐ᧯อΔᖞߓ࿇।ऱࢬଚݺװऱᑓࣨᚌመس

۞೯ขسऱᑓࣨڇ Recallઃຟሓ२Գՠ፦ႃᑓࣨऱᑇଖΖ 
ኔ᧭ԲΝڗႃᚨشᇆᛀ 

 
ቹԼնΕᇆᛀኔ᧭࣠ 
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A:Գՠگႃᑓࣨ B:៱ߓอ۞೯ขسᑓࣨ C:ڗႃᚨֱشᛀ

89.21%

38.32%

69.94%
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80.10%
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D:Գՠگႃᑓࣨ E:៱ߓอ۞೯ขسᑓࣨ F:ڗႃᚨشᇆᛀ
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ኔ᧭࣠ڕቹԼնΔDΕE ิፖኔ᧭ԫऱ AΕB ઌٵΔF ิᚨشڗႃ৵شࠌ
ᇆᛀհ৵ߓอขسऱᄅᑓࣨ٥ 50,467 Ζፖኔ᧭ԫ່Օऱլٵਢᇆᛀڇ
Precisionֱ૿ઃֱֺᛀࠐᚌฆࠡڍխאMacro༼່ࣙڍΔڇ Recallֱ૿Micro
ࣙ༽პࠄ Macro ঞਢࠄპՀ૾Ζڼطኔ᧭אױवመֱװᛀऱᛀᑓֱࣨڤᨃ
ڍ noiseၞԵທګ PrecisionऱՀ૾ΔشޏᇆᛀऱᛀޏאױڤֱאऱរΖ 
ኔ᧭ԿΝףԵឰဲߓอ 

 
ቹԼքΕᚨشឰဲհᛀֺለ 

ኔ᧭࣠ڕቹԼքΔG ิኔ᧭ԫ C ิհֱᛀᑓࣨΔH ิኔ᧭Բ F ิհ
ᇆᛀᑓࣨΔIิ Hิᚨشឰဲຌ᧯৵۞೯ขسऱᄅᑓࣨ٥ 9,013Ζطឰဲຌ᧯
ऱشࠌᨃឰဲޓᄷᒔΔڼڂᑓࣨขسᑇᇿছ૿ࠟଡኔ᧭ઌֺለ૾܅լ֟Δڇ Precision
༽ऱޡԫၞޓڶᄷᒔ৫ڇឰဲຌ᧯ছऱᑓࣨشࠌMacroຟֺࢨ࿇լᓵMicroאױ૿ֱ
ࣙΔ܀ਢڇ RecallຝٝঞਢՀ૾ ޣΔຍਢಳ׳3%ؐ Precisionࢬᥔ੪ऱֱچΖ 
ኔ᧭ΝٽԳՠ፦ႃᑓࣨ 

 
ቹԼԮΕֺለٽԳՠ፦ႃᑓࣨհய౨ 

ኔ᧭࣠ڕቹԼԮΔJิኔ᧭ԫ AิԳՠ፦ႃऱᑓࣨ٥ 6,701ΔKิኔ᧭Բ
Fิᇆᛀᑓࣨፖ JิԳՠ፦ႃऱᑓࣨ٥شࠌٽ 57,167ΔLิኔ᧭Կ Iิᚨش
ឰဲຌ᧯հᇆᛀᑓࣨፖ J ิԳՠ፦ႃऱᑓࣨ٥شࠌٽ 15,713 ΖPrecision ֱ૿
ٽԳՠ፦ႃᑓࣨ৵ऱ۞೯ขسᑓࣨઃՀ૾ࠩԳՠ፦ႃᑓֽࣨؓॵ२Δۖ ᇿኔ᧭Կֺለ
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32.07%

49.55%

10.52%

91.27%
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10.08%
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G:ڗႃ+ֱᛀ H:ڗႃ+ᇆᛀ I:ڗႃፖឰဲߓอ+ᇆᛀ

89.21%

38.32%

69.94%

17.62%

84.14%
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Recallֱ૿ڇMicroፖMacroຝٝઃڶՕ༏৫ऱ༼ࣙΔຍՈ।ݺقଚऱߓอࠠױڶឩך
 ऱ༼ࣙΖޡԫၞޓอऱೠᙑᒤߓشࠌԵᔞᅝऱᑓࣨ౨ജף࣠ڕΔࢤ

༼༳אױอᅝߓᑓࣨऱᄅسขࠐഗ៕ڗא 70~80%ऱᙑܑڗΔ܀ਢᆖݺط
ଚऱኔ᧭থ࿇۞೯ขسऱᑓࣨڇ Recallଖֱ૿ऱ༼ࣙॺൄڶ ΔૻຍଡွݺଚലڇՀ

ᆏᑇᖕ։࣫Ζ 

ΰαኔ᧭࣠։࣫ 

ऱᄅᑓࣨس೯ข۞ឰဲຌ᧯հᇆᛀشኔ᧭Կխऱᚨشࠌଚݺ։࣫ऱᑓࣨࠐش 

٥ 9,013։࣫ᑓࣨΔڂຍิᑓֺࣨለฤݺٽଚᅝॣࢬቃཚհڇፂ Precision
ऱൣउՀࠐ༼ RecallଖΖ 

1 Precisionֱ૿ 

ೠྒྷᙑᎄᅝ౨ജᨃࠐᑓࣨ૿֘شܓ  Precisionሒګ 100%Δ܀ਢᆖݺطଚኔ᧭࣠
࿇থլਢڼڕΔݺଚല Open testխߓอೠᙑຝٝທګ False alarm༼נಘᓵڕ।նΖ
ᖕ[12]Ϙ݃ࡑදϙϘ݃ࡑϙΕϘ࡛᠌ϙϘ࡛ᇾϙΕϘሽᒵථϙϘሽᒵޝϙΕϘᔭᜢ
ᇾϙϘᜢᇾϙΔאױवิڼᑓࣨຏဲشΔۖϘԫ٦ϙϘԫڇϙঞ௫ࠩ

რᐋ૿٦ຍᢰࠀլᔞشࠌٽᑓࣨऱֱࠐڤೠᙑΔϘᜢՕୈϙϘᜢՕϙΕϘլشᎅϙ

ϘլشᝑϙΕϘᦰԳϙϘᦰϙঞਢݺଚߓอگࠩլᔞٽऱᑓࣨΔPrecisionྤऄ
ሒࠩ 100%༉ਢՂ૪ࢬڂᖄીΖ 

।նΕຝٝ False alarmᑓࣨ 
 ᎅ ᦰԳشᜢՕୈ լ ද ࡛᠌ ሽᒵථ ᔭᜢᇾ ԫ٦݃ࡑ ش૿إ

 ᝑ ᦰشլ ᜢՕ ڇᜢᇾ ԫ ޝ ࡛ᇾ ሽᒵ݃ࡑ ش૿֘

2 Recallֱ૿ 

।քΖࠡڕऱᑓࣨଡ։࣫سขࢬอߓଚݺᑓࣨፖش૿֘إᐊࢬسଚലᖂݺ խ

Ϙขࠩسऱᑓࣨϙݺଚߓอڶࢬขࠩسऱᑓ ΔࣨϘլڇࠢϙڶڇขࠩسऱ

ᑓࣨխࠡش૿إլڇࠢխΔϘլڇ Corpusϙڶڇขࠩسऱᑓࣨխࠡ֘૿ش
լڇ Corpus խΔϘࠟृઃਢϙش૿إլ٦ࠢխٵழઌኙᚨ֘૿شՈլڇ
CorpusխΖ 

ൕϘขࠩسऱᑓࣨϙᑇଖאױ࿇ΔՕຝ։ᖂࢬسᐊᑓࣨڶࠀݺଚ۞

೯ขسΔ٦ൕϘլڇࠢϙፖϘլڇ CorpusϙᑇଖխઌڬࠀףೈࠟृઃڶऱຝٝΔ
वױ Close test essayڶ 53.17%ऱᑓࣨፖ Open test essayڶ 32.97%Δਢݺଚऱߓอྤ
ऄ۞೯ขࠐנسΔڂݺଚऱߓอ۞೯ขسᑓࣨਢഗإᒔဲნፖ Corpus མᆖڶԳࠌ
 Ζشመᇠ֘૿ش

۟լژࠢऱဲნڕ।ԮΔאױലຍဲࠄნףԵࠢຍᑌঁڼࣚ܌אױംᠲΔ

ۖլڇژ Corpusऱ֘૿شঞؘႊ፦ႃޓՕၦऱ CorpusறΔঁא౨ജ፦ႃࠩڼ
ᣊऱ֘૿ᑓࣨΖ 
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।քΕᖂسᑓࣨፖߓอᑓࣨ։࣫ 

 
ڇࠢ լڇऱᑓࣨ լࠩسข Corpus ࠟृઃਢ 

Close test essay 91.53% 37.73% 35.64% 20.20% 
Open test essay 93.15% 16.27% 23.94% 7.24% 

।ԮΕຝٝگآԵࠢհဲნ 
 ᒭ ฺ֨ ྤᵏᙰף٤ఄᏘ֨ Ⴇ ᙄኙ ጕ֑ᤚ ءᄐ܂ س᥏ ፣堩ᖲ ଖֲܫ܉

ૹਕॾ֨ ๔๔ᐳᐳ ෟᮏ ዪᐘ ቝᏣ ᗨອᐚ ᘜԵቸ᧯ ख़ڍ壄 ᗈ ࢮ 

Εᓵ֗ࠐآՠ܂ 

ᖕݺଚᚨشڗႃΕᇆᛀֆڤፖឰဲຌ᧯Δݺଚ౨ജઊװԳՠ፦ႃขسᑓ

อߓ࿇।መऱװመၞޏቹԼԲΔڕნഗ៕ऱᑓࣨဲאس౨ജขࠀጟऱੌ࿓Δشࣨ

ᑓࣨڕቹԲॺဲნഗ៕ऱᑓࣨΔղࣔޓृشࠌᒔऱૡإᇷಛΖشࠌᇆᛀֆڤՈᆖ

ऱࠋለڶऱᑓࣨس೯ข۞ࢬᛀֱኔ᧭वᒔኔ౨ജֺط PrecisionΔ່ ৵៶طឰဲຌ

᧯ឰဲ৵ऱ CorpusՈᆖطኔ᧭ᢞኔ౨ജၞޓԫߓࣙ༽ޡอऱ PrecisionΔۖ Recallຝٝ
Ո౨ຘመᥛᏺףᔞٽऱᑓࣨࠐᏺףೠྒྷΖ 

ᖂٽฤޓጟΔՈᄎᥛ፦ႃسऱᑓࣨขسᙄऄขࢬႃڗଚᄎ፦ႃݺࠐآڇ

ᄅፊறΔဲז࠷ࠐऱ֮ີ֮܂س ნֱ૿ঞᄎຘመՕীဲნࢨᒵՂᇷᄭڕΝፂഗۍ

ઝΔࠐᏺݺףଚࠢऱဲნᑇΔ່৵ݺଚቃૠشࠌᖂسऱ֮܂ขڗܑܶسհߢᑓীΔ

 ፦ႃࠩऱᙑᎄᑓࣨΖڶࢬᑓࣨೠᙑܗ᎖אཕᐝೠᙑࠐᑓীߢᇠشܓ

ી 

شፖᚨݾ৫ཕᐝীጻሁࣚ೭ڣತቸऄԳᇷಛՠᄐၞᄎψ98ܗᆖᛎຝᇖࠉߒઔء

ૠ(2/4) ωᙄΖ 
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Abstract 
In this paper, integration of speaker identification and speech recognition for 

intelligent doorway application has been proposed. Two target speakers will be 
identified through an one-word speech utterance. Moreover, this utterance will be 
recognized to be a pre-defined speech command. The speaker identification in the 
proposed framework is based on support vector machine (SVM). The 
“one-versus-one” approach is applied in this paper to classify test point input utterance 
according to the number of votes. As for the speech recognition, we use confusion 
matrix to develop an efficient phonetic set for a command-based multi-lingual system, 
the confusion matrix calculates acoustic similarities between every two phonemes. The 
proposed framework has been realized in the intelligent doorway application and will 
be applied to many other daily life computer speech applications.  

Keywords: SVM, confusion matrix, HTK, speaker identification, speech recognition. 
 
1. Introduction 

In the real world, there are three commonly applications in speech recognition 
system, such as “who is speaker?”, “what is content?”, and “where is speaker?”. The 
contribution of this paper is to propose a practical consolidated framework to integrate 
both the speaker identification and speech recognition, with the aim at satisfaction of 
human computer interface in recognizing “who is speaker?” and “what is content?” at 
same time. 

Support Vector Machine has been explored and proved in speaker recognition for 
many years [1][2]. SVM has many desirable attributes that can classify and robust to 
sparse data without over-training and to make linear and non-linear decision via kernel 
functions [3]. However, due to complicated algorithm and time-consuming process in 
training SVM, thus it still not gained widespread utilization in many applications. 
Ubiquitous Robot Companion (URC) proposed a text-independent speaker 
identification using microphone-array on a robot and intends to enrich the interaction 
between human and robot [4]. Far-field speaker recognition proposed two approaches 
to improve the robustness of speaker recognition. The first is to use the conventional 
method based on acoustic feature. The second approach is to make use of higher-level 
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linguistic feature. However, the adverse environmental condition and adverse 
training-testing conditions still need to be considered and conquered under proposed 
benchmark environment [5]. Ubiquitous and robust text-Independent speaker 
recognition [6] proposed a new microphone-array configuration of framework for 
benchmark. This framework is used a mixer to received speech signal from six 
microphones, then the six channel speech signal are mixed and output only one signal 
for feature extraction. 

The mixed-language speech recognition has been researched for many years 
[7][8][9]. In this proposed consolidated of speech recognition system, the speaker 
independent voice command recognition is adopted, and with a string size of tens or 
more words. In addition, an acoustic and phoneme modeling based on confusion 
matrix for ubiquitous mixed-language speech of recognition system is integrated in 
proposed framework [10]. This system allows users to use given command to control 
electrical device via speech. The system is also flexibly applied in different 
command-based control applications by changing the dictionary description and 
grammar in each new work. 

    The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic 
theories of SVM algorithm for data classification as well as confusion Matrix of 
acoustic model for bilingual speech recognition are described. In Section 3, the 
proposed framework of consolidated speech recognition system is presented. The 
experimental results of proposed architecture are shown in Section 4. Finally, we draw 
our conclusion in Section 5. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 SVM based Speaker Identification    
The main concept of SVM is to use a partition hyperplane to maximize the distance 

between support vectors of two classes features, and then to create a classifier between 

two clusters of sample. The gain of the SVM-based pattern recognition method is 

robust to sparse training data samples [11] [12]. This optimal hyperplane is obtained 

by minimizing the following constrained optimization problem as shown in Eq. (1).  

, , 1

1min
2

            ( ( ) ) 1 0,      1
            0,                                    1    

N
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i i i
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,                           (1) 
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where xi is a training sample, yi is the corresponding target value, w Rm is a vector 
of weights of training instances, b is a constant, C is a real value cost parameter, and i 
is a penalty parameter (slack variable). 

If (xi) = xi, the SVM finds a linear separating hyperplane with the maximal 
margin. If  maps xi into a higher dimensional space, then it is called a nonlinear SVM. 
For the nonlinear SVM, the dimension of the vector w can be large or even infinite.  

The constrained optimization problem in Eq. (1) can be handled by Lagrange 
multiplier approach. The Lagrange function is constructed as Eq. (2)  

1

1 1
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L w b w w C

y w x b
                   (2) 

where are the Lagrange multipliers. 

Based on the duality theorem, Eq. (2) are the primal problem and its corresponding 
dual is formulated as in Eq. (3).  

                       

(3) 

 

 

where C > 0 is the upper bound of the Lagrange multipliers, Ǯ is penalty, b is bias, 
N is number of training data {(x1,y1), (x2,y2), (x3,y3),….., (xi,yi)}, w is coefficients 
vector and y {r1}.   

The objective function of the dual problem in Eq.(3), can be formulated and 
summarized as the Eq.(4) by vanished the primal variables of w, b and Ǯ. 

 
 

 
(4)   

 
 

 
Thus the solution of objective function is given as in Eq. (5)  
                                         
                                             
                                                                 (5) 
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To train the SVM is to search through the feasible region of the dual problem and 
maximize the objective function, and the optimal solution can be checked using the 
KKT conditions. The further detail training algorithm is described in [13]. 

Alternatively, the classification approaches in SVM classifier is essential to be 
stressed as 1).One-versus-the rest approach. 2).One-versus-one approach [9]. The first 
approach is to construct K separate SVMs, in which the kth model yk(x) is trained using 
the data from class Ck as the positive examples and the data from the remaining K-1 
classes as the negative examples. The second approach is to train K(K-1)/2 different 
2-class SVMs on all possible pairs of classes, and then to classify test point according 
to which class has the highest number of ‘votes’. In this paper, the one-to-one 
approach is adopted in our proposed framework in testing phase for speaker 
identification. 

 
2.2 Confusion Matrix of Acoustic Model for Bilingual Speech 

Recognition  
The confusion matrix is basically a confusion matrix, which is a supervised 

learning skill in the field of artificial intelligence and pattern recognition [10]; the 
confusion matrix is also called a matching matrix as well in unsupervised learning. 
Each column of the confusion matrix is defined as the instances in a predicted class, 
while each row is defined as the instances in an actual case class. The advantage of 
confusion matrix is simple to be observed if the system is confusing two classes. The 
example of confusion matrix is shown in Table.2.1. 

Table.2.1. the example of confusion matrix. 
 

      Actual case class 
    [m] [d]   [b] 
ͣ 90 5 5 
ͥ 0 100 0 

 
 

Predicted 
class 

͡ 10 0 90 
 
The rows of the confusion matrix are always normalized by summarized number of 
total symptoms for evaluation. And the value of the confusion frequency in the 
estimated matrix is as the relative number of confusion. Eq.(6) is given by 
 
                                                                   (6) 
                                     
where card is defined as number of elements. s : is a confusion matrix estimation 
which is obtained for the set of models, it contains the estimation of how likely it is 
that a given model is classified as other model. 

{ : }ˆ
{ : }

i

i

k
k i

k
k

card k is classified as k
s

card k
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The procedures of the mixed-language acoustic model based on Mandarin and 
English are shown in follow:  
1). Clustering the similarity phones set acoustically and phonetically in English and 

Mandarin. 
2). The monophonic sets are built by single Gaussian acoustic model. 
3). For each phone in Mandarin, we calculate the dissimilarity of the phone set based 

on the confusion matrix to all the phones in the same group for English. If the value 
is below a threshold, the source phone in Mandarin would be mapped to that phone 
in English. Otherwise, both the phones would be modeled separately in the bilingual 
system. 

4). If some phones in Mandarin can not map to phone cluster in English, in such cases 
will not try to map this phone in mandarin to English. 

5). While the list of phones in bilingual system is finished, the lexicon for Mandarin is 
edited by using the mapping rules. The mixed-language phone set is shown in the 
Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2. The mixed-language phone set 
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3. Proposed Framework  

3.1 Proposed Consolidation of Speech Recognition Framework 

      The appealing work of this paper is to propose a framework, which is integrated 
the speaker identification and speech recognition into a consolidated speech 
recognition system, this architecture is shown in Fig 3.1. This system is capable of 
dealing with one specified word of speech signal as prior defined, then using SVM 
based speaker identification procedure to find out the target speaker, at the same time 
the same speech signal is then used to examine second target speaker by confusion 
matrix based of speech identification system. The scenario is such as: The Speaker A 
pronounces a sentence as, “I want to leave message to Speaker B” to proposed system:, 
then the SVM based speaker identification will recognize Speaker A by the input 
speech utterance, and the speech identification system will recognize the Speaker B by 
the same word string of speech utterance.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.1 Proposed Consolidation of Speaker and Speech Recognition System 

3.2 Feature Extraction and VAD Process of Consolidated System 

    The input speech signal of the consolidated speech system is collected from the 
ubiquitous speech environment [6]. The ubiquitous speech environment is a 
microphone-array framework which is composted of six microphones on the far-field 
space, when the speech signal are received then mixed to be only one speech signal by 
mixer and output for feature extraction. The 18th order of LPCC feature extraction 
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method is for SVM based speaker identification, while MFCC features are obtained by 
using HTK for speech recognition system. 

Based on utilizing the information of energy, zero-crossing rate and the spectral 
flatness, then the informational signal frame is thus detected and non-information 
frame is ignored. If the silence is presented among two or more frames between 
signals, then that particular segments must be removed from the original speech 
signal.  

VAD (Voice activity detection) method of EPD (end-point detection) is also 
adopted. The goal of EPD is to identify the important part of informational signals for 
further processing. The EPD is also known as "speech detection" or "voice activity 
detection", which usually play an important role in speech signal processing and 
recognition. 
3.3 Multi-class SVMs of Testing Phase in Speaker Identification 

The Multi-class (C classes) training process is to train C(C-1)/2 different 2-class 

SVMs on all possible pairs of classes, and then to classify test points according to 

which has the highest number of ‘votes’, this approach is called one-versus-one [12]. 

Table2.3 are shown that all possibly pair-wise classifier and listed as diagonal 

symmetric matrix, each pair-wise classifier is defined as a hyper plane between two 

classes. The repetitions of the pair-wise are presented from the diagonal symmetric 

matrix. According to the analysis and utilize the diagonal pair-wise, then only 

C(C-1)/2 “votes” , which also means that there are C(C-1)/2 hyperplanes are acquired 

for comparison. 

Table 2.3. The method of C-classes for SVM training process 

1 vs. 1 1 vs. 2 1 vs. 3 … 1 vs. C

2 vs. 1 2 vs. 2 2 vs. 3 … 2 vs. C

3 vs. 1 3 vs. 2 3 vs. 3 … 3 vs. C

     

C vs. 1 C vs. 2 C vs. 3 … C vs. C

 

In testing phase, the extracted input sample using discriminate function to make a 

decision that whether the input sample are resided in Class 1 or Class 2. If the result of 

discriminate function yЊ+1, then input data belongs Class 1, otherwise if yЉ-1 then it 

is in Class 2. Eq.(7) is shown that symbol of vote1,2 is the normalized result of input 

samples in Class 1, while vote1,2 is the testing sample in Class 2. 
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                      (7)   

 

 

Based on Eq.(7), when the input sample data after undergoing C(C-1) hyper plane or 

votei,j computations except diagonal votei,i in Table.2.4. In order to find the high score 

of the target speaker, then to summarize votes from each row beside diagonal votes in 

Table.2.4. And then to compare values of summarized rows and to find out the 

maximum through each class. Finally, the maximum value of the class is represented 

the target speaker. The corresponding equation of evaluating target speaker is shown in 

Eq.(8). 

Table 2.4. The votei,j value of each class 

Compare 
Class j 

Value 
of type i 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3  Class C 

Class 1 vote1,1 vote1,2 vote1,3 … vote1,C 

Class 2 vote2,1 vote2,2 vote2,3 … vote2,C 

Class 3 vote3,1 vote3,2 vote3,3 … vote3,C 

: : : : : : 

Class C voteC,1 voteC,2 voteC,3 … voteC,C 

,
1

arg max

C

i i j
j

i
i

class i value is vote vote

target class vote
                                   (8)  

3.4 HTK based Speech Recognition for Testing Phase 

The components of proposed consolidated system in speech recognition are 
included as 1) Tree lexicon, 2) The task grammar, and 3) Viterbi beam search [10]. 
The first component is to create a dictionary. The dictionary provides an association 
between words used in the task grammar and the acoustic models, in that may be 
composed of sub word (phonetic, syllabic etc.) units. The second component of task 
grammar is to constrain on what the recognizer can expect as input, as the system 

1,2

2,1

1,2 2,1

1

2

1

test pattern in calss
vote

N
test pattern in calss

vote
N

vote vote
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built, then a voice operated interface is provided for name recognition, it is capable of 
handling the word strings. In order to limit the scope of this work, only the syllable to 
deal with name grammars is needed. The final component is the Viterbi beam search. 
This component is essentially a dynamic programming algorithm, consisting of 
traversing a network of HMM states and maintaining the best possible path score at 
each state in each frame. It is a time-synchronous search algorithm in that it is to 
process all states completely at time t before moving on to time t + 1.  
    After three components are finished, and the recognizer is complete and ready for 
evaluating the performance. The recognition process can be summarized as in the top 
part of Fig.3.1 related to Speak B. In the beginning, the input speech signal is 
transformed into a series of”acoustical vectors” (here MFCCs) by using the HTK tool 
HCopy, in the same way as what was done with the training data. The input 
observation is then processed by the Viterbi algorithm using the HTK tool HVite. 

4. Experimental Results 

    In order to evaluate the performance of the consolidated system in real life, thus 
the experiments are tested in the Aspire Home, which is located in the NCKU Chi-Mei 
Building. The training and testing phase of the individual speaker identification system 
and speech recognition system as well as proposed consolidated speech recognition 
system are setup and evaluated, respectively. 

4.1 Experimental Results of Individual Speaker Identification System 

    The component of speaker identification system is to use 18 order of LPCC 
feature. Ten seconds of speech utterances is for training, and two second of speech 
utterance is for testing. Total 10 persons are assessed in this case. The key elements of 
speech preprocess include the end point detection and voice activity detection. The 
parameters  and C are setting to be 0.0005 and 50, respectively. The  

 
Single Microphone

(Omni-directional)

Wireless Microphone

(Omni-directional)

Microphone Array 

(Omni-directional) 

Accuracy Rate 
(Silence Mode) 

76.6% 91.6% 96.6% 

Accuracy Rate 
(TV noise Mode) 

66.7% 86.6% 73.3% 

 Fig. 4.1. The experimental results of individual component in speaker Identification 
system 

sample rate is 16 kHz, and the frame size is 512 points. Three types of microphone 
configuration is to be assessed, such as single microphone, wireless microphone and 
microphone array. Two modes of background noise are also adopted, i.e. silence mode 
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v.s. TV noise mode are built in test environment. The experimental results of 
individual component in speaker identification system are shown in Fig. 4.1 

4.2 Experimental Results of Individual Speech Recognition System 

The training databases include English Across Taiwan (EAT) and Mandarin Across 
Taiwan-400 (MAT-400). Using man-made sifting way, then EAT are totally remaining 
8375 wave files, including English long sentences, English short sentences and English 
words. The corpus contains 19221 words for training. In MAT-400, the MATDB-4 
(1200) and MATDB-5 (400) category are adopted. By using man-made sifting way, 
there are totally remaining 15400 wave files, including words of 2 to 4 syllables and 
phonetically balanced sentences. The corpus contains 80903 words for training. There 
are one hundred of testing word strings, which can be regarded as voice command, and 
the content included Chinese movie name, English words and Chinese/English mixture 
sentence and etc. There are totally 10 people to test this system. The speaker randomly 
selected twenty sentences of testing string to evaluate the system. The experimental 
results of individual component in speech recognition system are shown in Fig. 4.2 

Number of
speaker 

Positive 
Identification

Negative 
Identification

Testing 
Times 

Accuracy 
Rate 

8 male 
speakers 127 33 160 79.38% 

2 Female 
speakers 

24 16 40 60.00% 

Total 
Speaker 151 49 200 75.5% 

Fig.4.2. the experimental results in speech recognition system 

4.3 Experimental Results of Consolidated System  

    The consolidated speech recognition system is examined in the real doorway of 
Aspire House in NCKU. In this experiment, totally six persons are joined test. The 
training and testing utterance period is the same as speaker identification system. In the 
speech recognition, there are six sentences of word string for testing, each testing 
pattern is formatted as “I want to leave message to XXX”, the sub-string “XXX” is 
represented as the name of six speakers in English or Mandarin. When the speaker 
pronounces the randomly selected testing pattern within six sentences, the system will 
identify two target speakers at the same time from the real speaker and word string 
speaker. Each speaker is to test the system for thirty times. In this test, the single 
microphone configuration is used for assessment. The experimental results of 
consolidated system are shown in Fig. 4.3. 
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Positive 

Identification

Negative 

Identification

Consolidated 

System Accuracy 

Speaker Identification 
Accuracy  

157 23    87.22% 

Speech Recognition 

Accuracy 
164 16 91.1% 

Fig.4.3. the experimental results of consolidated speaker and speech recognition 
system 

5. Conclusion 

For human-centric digital life, this paper has presented an integrated architecture of 
speaker identification and speech recognition for intelligent doorway application. This 
framework is capable of recognize two target speakers via only one-word utterance. 
The SVM is used for speaker identification and the confusion matrix is used for 
develop the multi-lingual speech recognition system. This integrated system has been 
realized in the intelligent doorway of our prototype digital house. The future work 
intends to integrate a sound localization technique to localize the speaker position.  
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2. Implementation of the Proposed VAD Algorithm 
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2.1 Bark-scale wavelet decomposition (BSWD) 

2.2 Adaptive frequency subband extraction (AFSE) 
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2.3 Calculation of spectral entropy 
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2.4 Adaptive noise estimation 
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2.6 Voice activity segment detection  

unvoicedVAS m H m S m= 

3. Experimental Results 
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cNP

fP
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Noise Conditions cSP (%) cNP (%) fP (%) 

Type SNR(dB) 
Proposed 

VAD 
G.729B 

Shen et 

al. [11] 

Proposed 

VAD 
G.729B 

Shen et 

al. [11] 

Proposed 

VAD 
G.729B 

Shen et 

al. [11] 

30 
10 

White 

Noise -5 
30 
10 

Factory 

Noise -5 
30 
10 

Vehicle 

Noise -5 
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摘要 

讓格書寫 是 新近提議的 書寫方式 [1]， 主張 在 語句中 適當的地方 加上 空白字
元， 適合 台客華語等 使用漢字ｅ 文字系統。 大體上講， 讓格書寫 是 分 簡短詞
組， 對比的是 英語的 分詞書寫， 傳統華語的 分句書寫， 以及 語言技術的 分詞技
術。 讓格書寫 有 減少模糊、 方便閱讀、 利益 語言技術 等 優點； 我們 甚至認為， 
空白字母的 地位 如同 數字系統的 零。 我們 使用 讓格書寫， 製作 一套 主要是 台
華語的 平行語料庫， 各約 15萬字， 並且用來 初步探討 台華語 詞典製作、 以及 台
華語互譯 問題； 在 此過程 中， 我們 利用了 台華語的 二大類似： 共同詞多、 詞
序類似。 比較 現時 詞組為基礎的 統計式 翻譯 趨向， 讓格書寫 實質上 有讓 台語
的 語言技術 站在 較佳的 基礎上。 
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Abstract 

LangGeh orthography is a new writing style proposed by [1]. For Han family languages such 
Taiwanese or Mandarin that uses Chinese character, LangGeh proposes writing with spaces 
in-between, using simple short phrase as a unit. This is in contrast to word-based orthography 
in English and sentence-based orthography in traditional Mandarin. Easy to add spaces, 
LangGeh has the advangtages of reducing ambiguity, easier to read, and easier for text 
processing in Chinese characters. Using the LangGeh orthography, we produce a parallel 
corpus in Taiwanese and Madarin, about 150 thousand characters each. We then explore the 
extraction of phrase dictionary  from the parallel corpus, and begin the study of statistical 
translation between Taiwanese and Mandarin[7][8].  

關鍵詞：讓格書寫、 翻譯詞組、 詞組典、 統計式翻譯、 台語、 華語 

Keywords: LangGeh orthography, pharse-based translation pair, statistical translation, 
Taiwanese, Mandarin 
  

一、 介紹 

江永進等人[1]  提議  「讓格書寫」的  新  書寫形式，  有  幫助閱讀、  減少模糊  等  

效果，  對  語言的  初學者、  外國人  有幫助；  不只  強勢語言  有利，  對  弱勢語言的  

幫助，  更加明顯。     

讓格書寫  採用  「四字左右  無模糊  原則」的  分  簡短詞組。  以台語為例，  過去  

受限於  斷詞正確率  不夠高，  台語  語言技術  常難以  做  進一步的  探討。  使用  讓格

書寫的  台語，  多少  避開了  斷詞的門檻，  似乎  建立了  自動  語言處理  技術的  新平

臺。  

使用  讓格書寫，  本文  報告  「讓格 09平行語料庫」。  這  是  一套  主要是  台華

語的  讓格‧平行語料庫。  同時  使用  此語料庫，  報告  台華語  對應詞組典的  抽取，  

以及  使用  香腸詞組  針對  台華語對譯  做初步探討。  

本文內容如下。  第二節  介紹  讓格書寫，  第三節  說明  「讓格 09平行語料庫」

的  製作過程，  包括  翻譯、  讓格、  詞組對齊。  第四節  是  對應詞組典  抽取之後的  統

計數字，  第五節  探討  香腸詞組  在  台華語對譯的  實作。  最後  是結論。  

  

二、 讓格書寫 簡介 

語句  有階層性，  文字書寫的  時候  將  此階層關係  轉換做  線性形式，  因此  多

少  損失了  某些消息，  造成  語意模糊。  英語等  拼音文字  以詞  為單位，  不妨叫  分

詞書寫。  相對的，  華語  主要是分句，  以句  為單位，  句之間  以標點符號(，。？！

等)  隔開；  華語  不妨叫  分句書寫。  當然  華語的  部份  標點符號  也有  分詞功能   (如，  
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頓號、連音號等)，  但是  現在  華語書寫  主要是  分句。  江永進等[1]  提議使用  分  簡

短詞組  書寫的  讓格書寫。  圖一  說明  之間差別。     

  

  
傳統  分句書寫(台、華)：  

我讀一本書  

讓格書寫：  

我     讀一本書  

分詞書寫(英、台、華)：  

I      read      a      book  

我     讀     一     本     書  

圖一、  語言  階層性  以及  三種  書寫方式：  分詞書寫、  分句書寫、                    

讓格書寫(分簡短詞組)。   (讓格的  台語發音  是   làngg h)  

讓我們  簡要敘述  讓格書寫的  「發現」過程，  然後  簡要說明  讓格規則。     

一開始，  我們  持續  觀察到，  語句  若加上  適當空白，  閱讀  可以  較簡單，  因

此  主張過   space  as  a  optional  punctuation   ([2],  p.141)。     

然後最近， 我們 無意中 閱讀過 西方拼音文字 約自 第二世紀 開始 使用的是 
「連續書寫」 ( scriptura continua )， 直到 第七世紀 愛爾蘭神父 為書寫 愛爾蘭文 才
於 句中 加上空白， 方便 弱勢的 愛爾蘭文 的 閱讀， 再經過 約四百年的 傳播， 「連
續書寫」 漸漸為 「加空白書寫」 所取代， 變做現在的 分詞書寫 (Saenger [3])。 同
時發生的 是， 西方文字 由「朗讀」到「默讀」， 加空白 幫助掌握 詞的界線， 效率
閱讀、 快速閱讀 才 變為可能， Saenger [3] 注重默讀 對 閱讀效率的 論述。  

第三個因素  是  我們的  台語  斷詞技術  一直  無法進展。  使用語料庫的  斷詞系統  

需要  大量語料，  華語斷詞的  正確率  可以到達 95%以上。  但是  書寫方式  類似華語

的  台語，  書寫人口  少，  語料庫  不足，  斷詞的正確率  一直停留在   85%左右，  受

限於此，  語句分析、  語意分析  等  進一步的  研究  一直受到  很大的限制。  最近  我

們  才警覺：  傳統的  教會白話字，  使用全拼音，  沿用  西方文字的  分詞，  因此  根

本不用  斷詞，  斷詞的正確率  可以說是   100%正確！  

第四個因素  是  嚴格的分詞  常常過度  瑣碎、  難行。  以  圖一的例，  嚴格斷詞的  

結果  可以是  「我  讀  一  本  書」；  這  過度瑣碎，  跟不分詞  差別不大。  

因此，  讓格  採取  分  簡短詞組  的  策略。  讓格書寫的  主要原則  是  「四字左右  

無模糊  原則」。  使用  四字左右  是  因為  台華語的  雙字詞  很多，  二個詞  所合併的  

詞組，  模糊的機會  較小。  四字左右  只是原則，  不足四字  也可能  模糊，  超過四字  

也可能  不分詞組  較好：  

讀好書            有模糊，  最好  作者自己  分詞組；  

我  

I  

讀  

read  

一本  

a  

書  

book  

分句書寫  

讓格書寫  
(分  簡短詞組)  

分詞書寫  
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國際性交易         有模糊，  最好  作者自己  分詞組；  

南港區公所         二種分法  似乎  差別不大，  建議  合寫。  

其他  讓格  建議規則，  請參考   [1]。  

本文  是  以讓格  書寫，  我們的經驗  顯示  閱讀  較容易，  比較  中研院  詞庫小組

的  分詞書寫，  讓格書寫  使用  也較簡單。  

  

三、 讓格 09 平行語料庫 

根基  讓格書寫，  我們  收集、  製作  一套  主要是  台華語的  平行語料庫。  從  原

始語料，  經過翻譯，  再  經過讓格，  最後  再執行  詞組對齊。  過程  如圖二。  

  
圖二、  讓格 09  平行語料庫  製作程序  

  

三‧一、 原始語料 

我們的  原始語料庫  主要是  利用  三組資料，  分別為：     

(1)  自由時報  《中英對照讀新聞》  中，   2008年的新聞   (每天一則，  共 366則)。  原

始語料  是  英文、華文。   [4]  

(2)  《發明的故事》  台譯本，  譯者  為  游政榮(2006)，  原作  為   Hendrik．Willem．van．

Loon  (房龍)。  原始語料  算是  台文。   [5]  

(3)  《青鳥》台譯本，  譯者  為  林慧婷等(2009)，  原作  為   Maurice．Maetrlinck。  原

始語料  算是  台文。   [6]  

  

三‧二、   翻譯  

第二個  工作是  翻譯。  

原始語料  中，  新聞語料  所使用的  書寫語言  為  英語  與  華語，  而  後兩本  名

原始語料庫  

讓格 09平行語料庫  

翻譯：台華對譯、句對齊  

讓格：台華語讓格  

對齊：詞組對齊  
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著譯本  則為台語。  所以，  新聞語料  主要是  翻譯成  台語，  而  其他  兩本名著  則翻

譯成  華語。  

對於  台華對譯  而言，  翻譯華語  要比  翻譯台語  來得  簡單多了。  因為  大多數

人，  「台語書寫」  困難過  「華語書寫」，  所能使用的  台語詞彙  要比華語  來得少。     

在翻譯時，  是  一段台語  翻譯  一段華語，  在這同時，  我們  也要  對語料做「句

對齊」的  翻譯。  這裡所說的「句」，  是指  將  台語段落  或  華語段落，  以「：，。；！？」  

此六種  標點符號，  分成  一句一句的  形式，  然後  翻譯時，  就  一句台語  翻譯  一句

華語，  而  不要發生  二句台語  翻譯成  一句華語  等  情況。  如表一，  此例  是  語料

庫中的  某一  台華對應的  平行段落，  以及  其  對應的平行句，  因為  各句  各自對應，  

所以  叫  句對齊。  

表一、  句對齊  

台語段落   幾千年來，人 ganna用空手去掠取活食，用空手 sa起獵物，

空手掠小動物 gah飛禽，但是 suah  ia未想過可能 iau有任何其

他可行ｅ辦法。  

翻譯成華語   幾千年來，人只有用空手去抓取活食，用空手拿起獵物，空手

抓小動物和飛禽，但是卻也沒想過可能還有任何其他可行的辦

法。  

句對齊   幾千年來，   幾千年來，  

人 ganna用空手去掠取活食，   人只有用空手去抓取活食，  

用空手 sa起獵物，   用空手拿起獵物，  

空手掠小動物 gah飛禽，   空手抓小動物和飛禽，  

但是 suah  ia未想過可能 iau

有任何其他可行ｅ辦法。  

但是卻也沒想過可能還有任何

其他可行的辦法。  

做句對齊的  好處  就是，  可以方便  我們  在  學習語文  時，  清楚地  了解此句台

語  就是  對應  此句華語，  而  不用再  費心思  去尋找；  也可以  幫助我們  做  之後的

研究。  不過，  台華對譯的  句對齊  比較容易  實行，  若是  中英對譯  的話，  因為  書

寫的文法  不同，  比較  不容易  完成。  

  

三‧三、  讓格 

翻譯完成  後，  我們  再對語料  做讓格。  而  讓格規則  已在  第二章  概述過了。  值

得注意的是，  我們  在做  台華讓格  時，  並不需要  像句對齊  那樣，  強制做  讓格詞

組的  依照順序  對齊，  句中詞組的  順序  應依照  各自語言的  自然順序。  只要服從  讓

格規則，  台華語  獨立讓格。  如  台語句  與  華語句：  

hong迫去  面對  非傳統  網路競爭  
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被迫面臨  非傳統  網路競爭  

華語句中的  被迫面臨，  是  不用特地  為了  配合台語，  而  讓格成  被迫  面臨。  

讓格之後的  結果，  我們  以 utf-‐8編碼  儲存成  普通文字  檔案，  如圖三。     

  
圖三、  讓格之後的  台華語  平行語料  格式。     

其中   .d.表示  台語段落，   .m.  表示  華語段落。  

  

三‧四、 對齊 

所謂  「對齊」，  在此  是指「詞組對齊」，  簡稱「對齊」。  

跟隨 Brown等人[7][8]，  如圖四所示，  將  平行句  中  的  對應詞組  以  關聯線  連

接，  每條  關聯線，  就稱為  一個  連結   (connection)；  所謂  詞組對齊，  就是  這些

連結的  集合。  圖四中  的  平行句，  總共有 5個連結。  連結  可以用  符號、數字  表

示，  方便  機器閱讀  自動處理。  以  圖四之例  為例，  台華語  對應句的  對齊  可表示

成：  

空手掠[1]  小動物[2]  gah[3]  飛禽[4]  ，[5]  

空手抓(1)  小動物(2)  和(3)  飛禽(4)  ，(5)  

基本上  這  是[7]中的  記號，  我們  再加上  中括弧記號，  因為  這  在  人工糾正  時，  

可立即  清楚知道，  華語詞組  所對應的  台語詞組  為何者，  而  不用  再花時間  去數  

台語詞組的  位罝。  簡言之，  前頭句的數字  代表「位置」，  後頭句的數字  代表「對

齊」。  

  
圖四、  台華讓格詞組的關聯線  以及  對齊的標記。  

實務上，  詞組對齊的  標記  開始  是用   LCS(最長共同子序列)  為基礎  先行自動標

記，  然後  人工校正。  詳細  請見[9]。  

圖四  是  對齊中  最簡單的  「1對 1對齊」，  圖五、六  是「1對多對齊」、「多對 1

對齊」，  其他  「多對多對齊」  以及  有時  無對應的  情形(「對應空詞組」)，  請見[10]。  

空手掠        小動物         gah        飛禽        ，  

空手抓        小動物        和           飛禽        ，  
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閣有 ziah濟[1]  好食ｅ物件[2]  tang食[3]  。[4]     

還有(1)  這麼多(1)  好吃的東西(2)  可以吃(3)  。(4)  

圖五、「1對多對齊」：台語詞組 1，華語詞組多  

  

  

閣 ka[1]  m免講[2]  燈塔[3]  zit項代誌[4]  a[5]  。[6]     

更不用說(1,2)  燈塔(3)  這項事情(4)  了(5)  。(6)  

圖六、「多對 1對齊」：台語詞組多，華語詞組 1  

將語料庫  做完翻譯、  讓格、  對齊  後，  即為  讓格 09平行語料庫。  此語料庫，  

是由  多人  合作完成。  利用  此語料庫，  我們  就可以  清楚知道，  台華對譯的  對應

情形，  進而發展  後續的  研究工作，  如  讓格詞組典、  台華翻譯  實作。  

讓格 09平行語料庫  是  以  普通文字  檔案  儲存，  只有加上  語言標記，  如圖七；  

檔案編輯  可以使用  多樣的軟體。  儲存時，  使用   utf-‐8編碼  ，  以便我們  使用   Python

程式[11]  做  讀取處理。   Python  3  全面使用   unicode，  處理文字  方便很多。  

  
圖七、  讓格 09．平行語料庫  對齊後  格式。   .da.  表示  對齊的  台

語句，   .ma.  表示  對齊的  華語句，   <\br>  表示  段落資訊。  

  

閣 ka         m免講        燈塔         zit項代誌         a        。  

更不用說           燈塔        這項事情        了           。  

  

閣有 ziah濟        好食ｅ物件         tang食           。  

還有        這麼多        好吃的東西        可以吃        。  
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四、 詞組對齊 與 台華語 對應詞組 抽取 

有  讓格書寫的  平行語料  之後，  我們  可以  進一步  對齊詞組，  然後抽取  台華

語  對應詞。  

四‧一、 台華讓格詞組典的抽取 

讓格 09平行語料庫  中  的   18363組  對齊的句對，  容易抽取  對應的詞組對。  依

照  這些詞組的  對齊情形  分類，  共  分成六類，  分別為  「1對 1對齊」、  「1對多對

齊」、  「多對 1對齊」、  「多對多對齊」、  「多種釋譯」、  「跳位對齊」，  如表二，  舉

些例子，  以便了解  這六種  對齊方式。  

表二、  台華對齊類型  

對齊類型   台語詞組   對齊   華語詞組  

1對 1對齊   會知影      會知道  

1對多對齊   iau無重視      還沒有  重視  

多對 1對齊  
edang防止     日頭曝

傷  
   可防曬傷  

多對多對齊   敢 edang      pah開      可以打開  嗎  

多種釋譯   edang．ho      可以讓、能讓、能使、能夠讓  

跳位對齊   ga~講      告訴、告訴~說  

前  四種分類  在前面  已介紹過，  而  「多種釋譯」  是  台語詞組  可以  被翻譯成  多

個  不同的  華語詞組。  基本上，  前  四類對齊  都是  單一釋譯，  也就是  只有  一個  對

應的  華語詞組；  而  「多種釋譯」  當中，  會有  前四類的情形  發生。  例如：  

台語詞組：一個月前  

對應的華語詞組：一個月前、一個月  之前  

這當中  就有   1對 1對齊   (一個月前 一個月前)、   1對多對齊   (一個月前 一個月  之

前)  兩種情形。  

而  「跳位對齊」  就是  台語詞組  或  華語詞組的  順序  是  不連貫的。  例如：  

ga[1]  zit個警官[2]  講[3]     

訴(1,3)  這名警官(2)  

我們  會發現  華語詞組  告訴，  所對應的  台語詞組  為   ga~講  是  不連貫的；  又例如  

將  翻譯句子  改變：  

ga[1]  zit個警官[2]  講[3]     

告訴(1,3)  這名警官(2)  說(1,3)  

則  台語詞組  和  華語詞組，  都有  不連貫的情形   (ga~講 告訴~說)。  

然後  我們  去計算  這六種分類的  分佈情形，  如表三。  由  讓格 09平行語料庫的  

18363組  句對齊  中，  我們  總共  得到了   108129個  台語詞組，  其中  共有   37998個
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不同的  台語詞組。  由其分佈  可知，  大多數的  台華對齊  都是   1對 1的情形；  而  多

種釋譯  雖然  只佔了   4.92  %，  但是  在  對齊類型  中  比例  是  第二高的，  所以  也是  

不容忽視的。  而  跳位對齊，  因  所佔的比例  只有 0.09  %，  所以  在做  後續的  台華

翻譯  時，  我們  並沒有  針對  當  句子  發生跳位  時  的  特別處理，  即  當  句子  發生

跳位  時，  其  翻譯出來的  結果，  一定會  發生錯誤。  

表三、  台華讓格詞組典的分佈  

對齊類型   詞組數     比例  

1對 1對齊   34594         91.04  %  

1對多對齊         540            1.42  %  

多對 1對齊         879            2.31  %  

多對多對齊            80            0.21  %  

多種釋譯      1869            4.92  %  

跳位對齊            36            0.09  %  

總和   37998      100.00  %  

四‧二、 華台讓格詞組典的抽取 

華台讓格詞組典  的  製作，  與  台華讓格詞組典  相同，  只是要對  讓格 09平行語

料庫  的  詞組對齊  做轉換。  原本語料的  詞組  對齊方式  是  

.da.  只 edang[1]  做出[2]  幾種有限ｅ[3]  動作[4]  ，[5]  

.ma.  只能做出(1,2)  幾種有限的(3)  動作(4)  ，(5)  

現要將之  轉換成  

.ma.  只能做出[1]  幾種有限的[2]  動作[3]  ，[4]  

.da.  只 edang(1)  做出(1)  幾種有限ｅ(2)  動作(3)  ，(4)  

再利用  轉換後的形式，  以  相同方法，  來製作  華台讓格詞組典。  

由  讓格 09平行語料庫  的   18363組  句對齊  中，  我們  總共  得到了   97940個  華

語詞組，  其中  共有   37647個  不同的  華語詞組。  而  其  六種  對齊方式  分佈  如表

四。  與表三  做一對照，  其分佈  與  台華讓格詞組典  差異不大。  

表四、  華台讓格詞組典的分佈  

對齊類型   詞組數     比例  

1對 1對齊   33943         90.16  %  

1對多對齊         879            2.33  %  

多對 1對齊         543            1.44  %  

多對多對齊            81            0.22  %  

多種釋譯      2166            5.75  %  

跳位對齊            35            0.09  %  

總和   37647      100.00  %  
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我們的  讓格詞組典，  主要是  由  這些不同的  對齊類型  所組成。  可發現，就  我

們的語料庫  而言，  主要是  「1對 1對齊」  為多，  「多種釋譯」  次之。而  當中的  「多

種釋譯」  可以  被應用  來做  一個  「同義詞詞典」，  提供  較豐富的詞彙。  

  

五、 台華語 互譯 初探 

為了  台華對譯的  需求，  本章  仿效[7][8]的  統計式翻譯方法，  並且  提出  簡化

的  「香腸詞組」  翻譯法，  並報告  初步的結果。  

在[7][8]，  翻譯的  語言對  是  英文法文。  當  給定  一法語句     ，  以及  其可能

的  英語翻譯句   ，  我們  給于  一機率   ( | )，  統計式  翻譯  是  在  所有可能的     

中，  選擇  條件機率  最大者：  

= argmaxPr( | ).  

由於   Pr( | ) = Pr Pr / Pr( )，  而且  分母部份  與     無關，  因此  

= argmaxPr Pr .  

跟隨[7]，  後面項  稱為  語言模型(language  model)，  前面項  稱為  翻譯模型(translation  

model)。  

關於  語言模型   Pr = Pr( 1 )，  可以使用   n-‐gram  模型  逼近：  

Pr = Pr( | +1 1)
=1

  

其中   +1 1 1 1   如果   + 1 < 0，   Pr( 1| 1 +1 1 1) Pr( 1)。  
稍後的實驗  使用   bigram語言模型，  或者   = 2。  

關於  翻譯模型，   Brown等   [8]  提出  一系列  逐漸複雜的  模型 1  到  模型 5，  並

且  詳細討論  牽涉到Pr( | )的  各項參數的  估計方法，  是  近來  以詞為底的  統計式  

自動翻譯的  基礎，  而且  吸引了  很多  後續研究。     

由於  我們的語料  不是  以詞為底，  而是  以詞組為底，  詞組數  遠大於  詞數；  而

且  語料量  也不足，  此地  我們沒有  應用 Brown等人的  方法，  而  另外提出  一個簡

化的  香腸詞組的  翻譯法，  並且  初步報告  結果。     

我們  舉例說明  香腸詞組。  圖八  是     

台語句：   若是  咱   endang‧ho  yin  永遠  活落去   

(華語句：   如果  我們  可以讓  他們  永遠  活下去 )     

所  對應  華語  香腸詞組串。  注意到  香腸詞組串  是  由  香腸詞組  組成，  每個香腸詞

組  只是  每個  台語詞組的  可能翻譯的  包裹而已。     
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圖八、  香腸詞組  舉例。  

如果  我們  限制  在  香腸詞組串  當中的  可能路徑  去尋找  機率最大者，  那麼  最

佳解的  搜尋範圍  可以  有效控制，  而且  翻譯模型的  機率估計  也可以簡化：  設  台

語句   = ( 1, , )  有     個詞組，     表示     的   (華語)香腸詞組，   =

1, , :   表示  香腸詞組串的  所有可能的  路徑，  符號     表示  華語詞

組，  那麼  

( 1, , ) = arg    max
1, ,

Pr( | )
=1

  
不使用  

語言模型  

( 1, , ) = arg    max
1, ,

Pr
=1

Pr( | 1)  
使用  

語言模型  

似乎可以  當做  最佳翻譯的  二種準則：  前者  完全不管  語言模型，  單純選擇  香腸詞

組中  機率  最大者；  後者  再加上  語言模型  篩選。  

對台華語  語言對  而言，  因為  詞序接近，  共同詞  眾多，  使用  語言模型的  香

腸詞組  翻譯模型  做為  初步的  翻譯模型，  應  不算過分。  香腸詞組  有其優點：  實

作  與  概念  簡單；  計算量  較少；  當然，  此地的  香腸詞組  也有限制：  譬如，  此

地  沒有考慮  詞序不同的  情況；  詞組  若是  跳位對齊  則  無法處理  等等。  對本文而

言，  主要是  初步探討，  我們  沒有追求  最一般的模型。  而且  實作上  有些  較小、

較煩瑣的  細節，  如  句首、句尾的  機率、  多對多  詞組對應的  問題(使用   Brown等

人的   fertility  機率)，  我們就  不在此  詳述。  

使用  訓練語料，  我們  估計各項  機率  如下：  

1 1

1 1
1

1 1

( ) #( ) /
#( , ) / #( , )( | ) , 2, ,

#( ) / #( )
i i i i

i i
i i

Pr w w N
w w N w wPr w w i n

w N w
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#( , )( | )
#( )
d mPr d m

m
  

以下  報告  二種情況  之下的  台華互譯的  結果：(1)  使用  語言模型   (2)不使用  語

言模型。     如表五，  我們  從  讓格 09平行語料庫  的   18363組  對應句子  中，  從中  隨

機選取   90  %，   16527個句子  來做  訓練語料，  其餘   1836個句子  做為  外部測試；  再

從  訓練語料  中，  隨機選取  約 5  %      826個句子  做為  內部測試。  

表五、  各資料的總句數  

資料   句子數   測試有效句數*  

讓格 09平行語料庫   18363     

訓練語料   16527     

內部測試   826   821  

外部測試   1836   338  

*有效句數  請見內文。  

在  測試句  中，  我們  可以預期  以下的  情況：  

(1) 香腸詞組  組合數  過多。  雖然  香腸詞組  已經減少  可能組合，  有時  測試語句  組

合數  仍然  過於龐大。  因此  我們  為  此組合數  設下  一門檻值―─―─   50萬，  若  組

合數  大於   50萬句，  則  我們  就  不翻譯  此句。  

(2) 空的  香腸詞組。  受限於  有限  平行語料，  我們  不能永遠  找得到  對應詞組，  致

使產生  空的  香腸詞組。這  在 outside  test  極容易發生。  如果  有出現  空的  香腸

詞組，  那麼  我們  就  不翻譯  此句。  

(3) 有效測試句。  扣掉  組合數過多，  以及  有  空的  香腸詞組  的  測試句，  剩餘的  稱

為  有效測試句。  

(4) 「也可」正確句。  翻譯的結果  可能  與  語料庫的答案  完全一樣，  也可能  雖與  答

案不同，  但是  意思相同，  也可以  當做  翻譯正確。   Brown等人  分別稱呼為  

「Exact」、  「Alternate」。  圖九  是  一個例。  此種  正確形式，  主要依靠  人工檢

查，  算是麻煩。  實際的  正確率  應是  此兩種情形的  加總。  

  

圖九、  「exact」與「Alternate」正確句  

Exact  
台語句  ：   Mgor     最後     番仔火     勝利 a     ，  

標準答案：  不過     最後     火柴棒     勝利了     ，  

翻譯句  ：  不過     最後     火柴棒     勝利了     ，  

Alternate  
台語句  ：  其他ｅ人      ma攏     看 gah      qang去     。  

標準答案：  其他的人     也都     看到     發愣     。  

翻譯句  ：  其他的人     也都     看得     愣住了     。  
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在  以上的設定  之下，  我們  使用   Python  3.0.1  [11]  實作  台華語互譯，  結果如  表

六  和表七。  其中   F-‐量度  是  正確率  以及  召回率  的  調和平均。  

表六、  翻譯結果：比較  使用  語言模型的  效果   (台翻華)  

語言模型   資料   有效句數     
正確率  

(Exact)  

正確率  

(Alternate)  
正確率   召回率   F-‐量度  

不使用  

inside  
(826)  

821  
47.87%  
(393/821)  

20.46%  
(168/821)  

68.33%  
(561/821)  

67.92%  
(561/826)  

67.53  

outside  
(1836)  

338  
47.63%  
(161/338)  

24.56%  
(83/338)  

72.19%  
(244/338)  

13.29%  
(244/1836)  

22.45  

使用  

inside  
(826)  

821  
98.29%  
(807/821)  

1.34%  
(11/821)  

99.63%  
(818/821)  

99.03%  
(818/826)  

99.33  

outside  
(1836)  

338  
68.05%  
(230/338)  

19.82%  
(67/338)  

87.87%  
(297/338)  

16.18%  
(297/1836)  

27.33  

註：其中的正確率  是以  有效句數  做分母，  非  句子總數。因為  我們的語料庫     

過少，  而導致  台語詞組  無法找到  其對應的  華語詞組。  

表七、  翻譯結果-‐比較使用  語言模型的  效果(台翻華)  

語言模型   資料   有效句數     
正確率  

(Exact)  

正確率  

(Alternate)  
正確率   召回率   F-‐量度  

不使用  

inside  
(826)  

826  
31.60%  
(261/826)  

23.24%  
(192/826)  

54.84%  
(453/826)  

54.84%  
(453/826)  

54.84  

outside  
(1836)  

343     
37.03%  
(127/343)  

28.86%  
(99/343)  

65.89%  
(226/343)  

12.31%  
(226/1836)  

20.74  

使用  

inside  
(826)  

826  
97.94%  
(809/826)  

1.57%  
(13/826)  

99.52%  
(822/826)  

99.52%  
(822/826)  

99.52  

outside  
(1836)  

343  
61.52%  
(211/343)  

29.74%  
(102/343)  

91.25%  
(313/343)  

17.05%  
(313/1836)  

28.73  

註：其中的正確率  是以  有效句數  做分母，  非  句子總數。因為  我們的語料庫  

  過少，  而導致  台語詞組  無法找到  其對應的  華語詞組。  

從  表六  及  表七，  我們  至少  可以結論：  

(1) 沒有  對應詞組  當然  不能翻譯，  因此，  建立  對應詞組，  應當可以  提高  翻

譯的效率。  這  不能單靠  詞組為底的  平行語料，  應該可以  由詞為底的  模型  

入手。  讓格書寫的  基礎單位  是  簡短詞組，  小過  傳統翻譯的  大詞組(句)，  也

許會  較容易些。  

(2) 由於採用  較大單位的  簡單詞組，  詞組為底的  語言模型  的  參數估計  更加容

易  發生  轉移機率  估計為 0的  問題。  除了  傳統  語言模型的     平滑技巧，  我

們  值得研究  詞組  轉移機率  使用  詞轉移機率的  平滑方法。  
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六、 結論 

讓格書寫  提供了  一個  新舞台。  讓格書寫  實質上  讓  弱勢語言  如  台語客語  站

在較好的  基礎上。  至少，  我們  可以不用  再受限於  斷詞，  可以  有效的  進行  進一

步的  研究，  如翻譯等。  事實上，  讓格書寫  也同樣利益  強勢的華語，  使用  讓格書

寫的  華文，  也可以  比較快速  使用  新想法，  得到  較佳的結果。  試想，  如果  英語  

現在規定  去掉  空白字元，  那麼  英語的  語言技術，  應該是  嚴重退步。  我們  沒有

有必要  故意阻礙  台華客文的  語言技術。  

從  技術的角度，  讓格的  分簡短詞組  接近分詞，  因此  比起  傳統的  分句書寫，  

讓格書寫的  分詞問題  較容易處理(如果  需要的話)；  另外一面，  比如  語言剖析的  需

要，  讓格書寫的  簡短詞組  已經結合  前後詞，  實質上  語句的  單位數目  較少，  可

以減低  剖析的模糊度，  因此  統計式的方法  也許  可以得到  較佳的結果。     

過去  我們的  台語  自然語言  處理嘗試，  一直受限於  語料不足，  採用  讓格書寫  

之後，  在短時間中，  我們  也製作了  一套  句對齊、  詞組對齊  的  台華語  平行語料

庫：  讓格 09．平行語料庫，  並且  用來探討  台華語  對應詞組問題，  構思出  香腸詞

組，  初探  台華語  翻譯問題。  

有趣的是，  同樣的方法  也利益  強勢華語。  
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